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I. INTRODUCTION 
The abundance and complexity of flow phenomena obseirved in nature are, 
in a word, overwhelming. Among such natural flow phenomena are lava flows 
associated with volcanism. 
Lava may be loosely defined as magma (molten rock) which pours out on 
the surface of the earth or rock solidified from such magma. This molten 
rock has almost every fluid dynamic attribute - sometimes it flows as a 
Newtonian fluid, and sometimes as non-Newtonian. The lava cools as it 
flows, some of it solidifying, thereby developing a solid skin or slabs of 
solidified magma floating along the surface. If the solidified magma be­
comes welded to the sides of a channel, then a lava tunnel or tube develops 
which results in a fully or partially filled "pipe flow" situation. 
The cooling process involves all modes of heat transfer, that is, con­
duction, radiation, and convection. 
As the lava cools, crystals start to form and grow. In terms of the 
analysis of lava flow, this poses rather delicate rheological problems. 
Lava is generally classified by its chemical composition. The three 
principal types, differentiated by their proportions of silica, are acid, 
intermediate, and basic lavas. The acid lavas, such as rhyolite, have 70% 
or more of silica; intermediate lavas, 50 to 70% (andesites, dacites); and 
basic lavas less than 50% (basalts) (1). In general, the higher the sili­
ca content, the more viscous the lava. 
On the basis of surface texture, lava flows may be divided into four 
groups; they are pahoehoe, aa, block, and pillow lava. 
Pahoehoe flows are the most liquid type of lava with little froth, . 
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Volcanicity and Forms of Extrusive Bodies 
A. Fahoehoe Lava 
B. Aa Lava 
C. Block Lava 
D. Pillow Lava 
Fig. 1.1 Types of lava flows (Bef. 2:7) 
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They develop a smooth, billowing, ropy or entrail-like crust. Surface 
characteristics of this type are usually seen in flows of basaltic composi­
tion. 
Aa lava is blocky, spiny and slow moving. The crusts of aa flows are 
jumbles of rough, clinkery and spiny fragments, ranging from small chips 
to blocks measuring meters on a side, under which lies the massive core of 
pasty lava. 
Pillow lavas are the most abundant volcanic rocks on earth. Most 
pillow lavas are basalts that erupted under water or ice. Pillows form 
when hot, fluid lava comes into contact with water or fine-grained, water 
soaked sediments. The lava chills rapidly to form a glassy but plastic 
skin around still liquid lava and rolls along in the manner of plastic bags 
full of liquid. The round or sausage-shaped bags are known as "pillows", 
and are usually heaped one on another. They have rounded tops, but their 
bases fit into the shape of the underlying surface. 
Block lava flows are made up largely of detached, polyhedral blocks 
with plane or slightly curved faces and conspicuous dihedral angles. Acid 
lavas usually exhibit this type of surface. 
The above mentioned four flow types are sketched in Fig. 1.1. 
More detailed and rigorous descriptions and characteristics of these 
flow types are found in Williams and McBirney (3) and Oilier (4) . 
As has been briefly mentioned earlier, the lava flow process is so 
complex and diversified, that unless it is dramatically simplified, only 
two avenues are available for studying the flow phenomena: experimental 
and numerical simulation procedures. Even in these cases, the amount of 
work is so tremendous that many simplifying assumptions have to be brought 
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in to make the work tractable. 
This study Is mainly focused on experimental simulation. The simula­
tion approach attempted here is far from being complete, rather it is a 
suggestion of a more complete method or approach that can be used to tackle 
this problem. 
In chapter II, some Important properties of lava are summarized as 
well as typical flow dimensions. 
In chapter III, some analytical solutions to the simple cases are re­
viewed and developed and attempts are made to get an Insight to the flow 
mechanism, and thereby fo develop a shortcut to the simulation. 
In chapter IV, principles of dimensional analysis and modeling are re­
viewed, and the dimenslonless TT terms necessary to establish similarity for 
this specific problem are discussed. Also, new ir - terms are derived from 
the analytical solutions discussed in chapter III. 
In chapter V, experimental procedures and results are discussed to 
confirm the ideas developed in chapters III and IV. 
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II. SOME RHEOLOGICAL PROPERTIES AND FLOW FEATURES OF LAVA 
In this chapter, more detailed fluid and flow properties and features 
of lava flows will be examined to help develop the general idea of lava 
flow rheology. 
A. Rheologlcal Properties 
1. Viscosity 
The viscosity of the lavas of basaltic volcanoes is of the order of 
10^ to 10^ poise at the time of eruption and that of acidic lava exceeds 
10^ poise. The lavas which form domes or spines must be more viscous than 
10^° poise at the time of extrusion (5). (See Table 2.1) 
The viscosity of silicate melts varies with temperature, approximately 
following the Arrhenlus relation, that is 
U =» UQ exp (W/RT) 
where W and R are constants, y is viscosity and T is temperature. 
However, once crystallization starts, the increase in viscosity is 
very rapid, and hence the above equation is no longer valid. Some labora­
tory measurements of viscosity of different lavas are shown in Fig. 2.1. 
2. Yield strength 
From in situ rheologlcal measurements of a lava lake in Hawaii, Shaw 
et al. (6) showed that lava behaves approximately as a Bingham plastic 
material, which opened a new facet of the study of lava flow. 
The constitutive equation for Bingham plastic material is, in the 
simplest case, T  =  T  +  Y Y  T > T  
^ ^ ... (2.1) 
Y = 00 T < T 
y 
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Table 2.1 Viscosity of lavas, with simultaneous temperature measurements, 
and the observed maximum temperature (Tm) (Ref. 5:987) 
Volcano Year Viscosity 
(poise) 
Temperature 
Cc) 
Tm 
(°C) 
Author 
Kilauea 1912 _ 1185 Day and 
Shepherd 
1952 2-4 X 10"" 1100 -1050 1155 McDonald 
Mauna Loa 1919 4x10" 1200 - 1150 — Nichols 
1950 4x10^ 1070 1120 McDonald 
Paricutin — 10® -10® 1070 — Krauskopf 
1944 - - 1200 Zies 
Nyamuragira 1938 - - 1145 -1160 Verhoogen 
0-shima 1937 5x10" 1060 1060 Nagata 
1950 2x10® 1050 1050 Murauchi 
1951 6x10^ 1125 1125 Minakami 
2x10" 1108 1125 Minakami 
7x10" 1083 1125 Minakami 
2x10® 1038 1125 Minakami 
Vesuvius 1904 - — 1100 Brun 
1913 - - 1200 Perret 
1944 9x10" - - Imbo 
Stromboli 1901 - - 1150 Brun 
Etna 1951 - - 1110 -1120 Tazieff 
Miyakejima 1940 7x10® 1000 965 • Hagiwara and 
Nagata 
Asama 1936 - - 1050 Minakami 
Sakuraj ima 1946 3-6 X10® 1000 - Hagiwara 
10® xlO" 900 - Nagata 
Usu 1947 - - 980 Nakamura 
where y denotes rate of strain, T is shear stress, is yield strength 
which is a material property. 
Thus, a Bingham plastic material behaves as a liquid (or fluid) when 
the applied shear stress is greater than the yield strength, otherwise it 
behaves as a solid. (See Fig. 2.2) 
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\ 
Upon K. 
\ 
\ X 
^'1 
•^Sasatt 
Fig. 2.1 Viscosity of dry melts from volcanic rocks (Ref. 5:987) 
Bingham plastic 
Newtonian 
Fig. 2.2 Stress-strain rate relationship for Bingham plastic and Newton-
lân itxUXQ 
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Yield strengths of basalt and andeslte are strongly dependent on tem­
perature as are the viscosities, and Increase with cooling as shown In 
Fig. 2.3. 
Note that the yield strength of Igneous rocks ranges from .2 'V' 7.0x10** 
dyne/cm^. 
MLB 
MHA, CRB 
MLB; Basalt from Makaopuhl lava lake, Kllauea 
CRB; Columbia River Basalt 
MHA; Andeslte from Mount Hood, Oregon 
Fig. 2.3 Yield strengths of basalt and andeslte in their melting ranges 
(Ref. 3:24) 
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3. Temperature 
The temperature of lavas from measurements varies according to the 
type of rock and phase of activity, but in general it ranges from 900°C to 
1200°C. (See Table 2.1) Basaltic lavas erupt in the temperature range 
1,200 to IjlOO'C, andesite lavas extrude between 1000 and 1,100°C, and 
dacitic or rhyolitic lavas come to the surface at temperatures below 1000°C 
(5). Table 2.2 shows the compiled data of extrusion temperatures of vari­
ous lava types. 
Table 2.2 Estimates of extrusion temperature for various lava types 
(Ref. 3:28) 
Kilauea, Hawaii Tholeiitic basalt 1,150--1 ,225°C 
Paricutin, Mexico Basaltic andesite 1,020--1 ,110=C 
Nyiragongo, Congo Nephelinite 980°C 
Nyamuragira, Congo Leucite basalt 1 ,095°C 
Taupo, New Zealand Pyroxene rhyolite; ' 
pumice flows 
Mphibole rhyolites : 
lavas, ignimbrites, 
pumice flows 
860 
735 
-
890°C 
780°C 
Mono Craters, California Rhyolite lavas 790 820''C 
Iceland Rhyodacite obsidians 900 - 925 °C 
New Britain, Southwest 
Pacific Dacite Lava, pumice 
Rhyodacite pumice 
925°C 
880=0 
4. Surface tension 
Surface tension plays an important role in determining the shape and 
the motions of liquids that have open surfaces. It is partly responsible 
for the various forms of pyroclastic ejecta, such as ribbon bombs, Pele's 
tears and Pele's hair. Measurements of surface tension for various lavas 
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are shown In Fig. 2.4. For comparison, surface tension of mercury is 480 
dynes/cm, and that of water is 73 dynes/cm. 
For a discussion of the boundary conditions associated with a free sur­
face including surface tension, see Wehausen and Laitone (7). 
f 7f5-
1000 (ZOO 
Temperature, 
1. Columbia River basalt 
2. Mount Hood andesite 
3. Rhyolite from Newberry Volcano 
4. Pure silica glass 
Fig. 2.4 Surface tension of igneous rocks in their melting range (Ref. 
3:82) 
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5. Density, thermal properties 
Other important variables not listed so far include specific heat, 
thermal conductivity, density, and heat of fusion. A typical value of spe­
cific heat at constant pressure, Cp, is approximately 0.2 0.3 cal/gm°C, 
and that of heat of fusion, is 65 100 cal/gm at atmospheric pressure 
(3). 
Temperature variation of thermal conductivity and density are shown in 
Fig. 2.5 and 2.6 respectively. 
Thermal conductivity of basalt is about the same as that of concrete 
made out of sand and gravel aggregate. 
900 1000 
Temperature, 'C. 
1. Basalt; 2. Andesite; 3. Rhyolite; 4. Dunite; 5. Peridotite; 
6. Lunar basalt 
Fig. 2.5 Thermal conductivity of various igneous rocks (Ref. 3:29) 
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3L0 
tB 
iî" 
S 2.2 
40 • 
800 «M (100 (400 
Ttmftr9ture,*C. 
1. Alkali basalt 
2. Tholeiitic basalt 
3. Andesite 
4. Rhyolite 
Fig. 2.6 Densities of igneous rocks in the molten state (Ref. 3:29) 
B. Flow Features 
1. Extrusion rate and volume 
Extrusion rate is one of the most important flow characteristics 
#iich is directly related to velocity, depth, etc. 
It has been found that the rate of extrusion significantly contributes 
to the length of lava flows (8). 
Extrusion rate largely depends on the fluidity of magma and on the 
size and dimensions of the eruptive conduits. In almost all eruptions, the 
rates are highest during initial stages of activity. 
In Table 2.3, volume flow rates of various eruptions are listed. 
(Ref. 3:101) 
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Table 2.3 Extrusion rates of different volcanoes 
Extrusion Rate 
Period (m^ / sec) 
1,000 
100 
1,390 
1st day 
2nd day 
1st 17 hrs Mauna Loa, 1887 
(Pulsatory extrusion) 
Hekla, 1947 
2 .  ~ 6  Oct. 1945 
'b Mar. 1946 Parlcutln, Mexico 
Extrusion rates are also partly responsible for the form of lava domes. 
For example, the andesltlc and dacltlc lavas that extrude to form steep-
sided domes of Pelean type Issue veTy slowly. 
The volumes of most historic lava flows are on the order of a few 
cubic kilometers. Generally, basaltic fl(^g_arelarger In volume than andé­
site. Siliceous lavas are generally much less voluminous. Lengths of lava 
flows also depend strongly on volume, although under a given set of condi­
tions, we expect a certain critical length to exist (mainly due to cooling). 
We would expect longer flows from larger volumes Correlation of length 
and volume for Hawaiian flows has been found by Malin (9). 
2. Large scale flow profiles arid dimensions 
Lavas flow naturally to lower levels. Flow itself is generally un­
steady (strictly speaking), due to the variations of eruption rate, cooling 
processes, topography, etc. 
To illustrate the general development of flow geometry, it will be 
instructive to consider one specific flow history. 
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|195'1 LOVQ 
}Older Lava and 
Cinder Cone 
800 . 
E 
T-OOC 
6001 
r o o l  
UJ 
Fig. 2.7 Positions at which data in Table 2.4 were collected (Ref. 10) 
Table 2.4 Measurements of the March, 1951, lava of Mihira Volcano, O-shima, 
Japan 
Thickness Width Maximum véloc- Viscosity 
Position cm cm Slope ity cm sec~^. Temperature. . poises 
I 31 110 35° 102 + 8 1125° 5.6x10® 
II 50 160 27° 35 + 3 1108° 1.8x10** 
III 77 210 16° 15 + 3 1083° 7.1x10" 
IV 130 250 11° 8 + 2 1038° 2.3x10® 
Minakami (10) recorded the temperatures, velocities, dimensions and 
viscosities at four positions along the course of a lava flow of the 1950-
1951 eruptions of Mihira volcano on the island of O-shima, Japan. Locations 
of measurements and measured data are in Fig. 2.7 and Table 2.4 respective­
ly • 
When the lava reached lower and gentler slopes, it thickened and wid­
ened, and its velocity decreased sharply. These changes were accompanied by 
a drop in temperature. 
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'777777777 
Middk 
sfrtam 
>7777777 
Lomr 
sfrtam 
Fig. 2.8 Distribution of the flow velocity within a lava stream in the 
1951 eruption of 0-shima in Japan (Ref. 5:986) 
In Fig. 2.8, velocity profiles at different locations of a lava stream 
are sketched. 
In the upper stream where the temperature is very high, the lava be­
haves as Newtonian fluid, developing a parabolic flow profile. In the mid­
dle stream, the lava becomes thicker and attains a yield strength, mainly 
due to cooling which causes crystallization (or solidification). As a 
result, the so called plug-flow profile develops. Further downstream, cool­
ing effects are much more severe, resulting in a profile like that shown in 
the sketch, which may be associated with a fairly thick skin. 
Geometric dimensions of lava vary widely depending upon various flow 
properties, extrusion rates and types, topography, etc. Generally basaltic 
flows are widespread and long, whereas most siliceous lavas are short and 
16 
thick. 
Table 2.5a and b show the thicknesses and lengths of some flows (edit­
ed from Ref. 3). 
Table 2.5a Thickness of various lava flows 
Volcanic Activity Thickness Avg. Thickness 
Columbia River Basalt 
Iceland (Tertiary) 
-Alkali Olivln Basalts 
-Tholeiitic Basalts 
-Icelandltes 
-Siliceous 
Hawaii 
10 65 m 
few centimeters 
15 m 
25 m 
7 m 
11 m 
13 m 
30 m 
Fissure Eruption 
Fissure Eruption 
Fissure Eruption 
Fissure Eruption 
Fissure Eruption 
Flank Flows 
Table 2.5b Lengths of various lava flows 
Volcanic Activity Lengths 
Laki, Iceland 
Mauna Loa, 1859 
Nauna Loa 
Kilauea 
> 88 km 
50 km 
25 km, avg. 
< 11 km 
Entered 
the sea 
Averaged 
since 1843 
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3. Cooling and lava tube 
As has been mentioned frequently, cooling plays a large role In lava 
flow morphology. 
Even though all three types of heat transfer mechanism (conduction, 
convection, radiation) are present In the cooling process, It has been shown 
that the most Important of these Is radiation (11). For example, at a sur­
face temperature of 1373°K and an air temperature of 300°K, the ratio of 
radiative heat loss to convectlve heat loss (at the surface) Is 9.5. In 
addition, the radiative heat transfer slightly dominates the conductive heat 
loss at the bottom surface (11). 
Dramatic evidence of the cooling process is found In the formation of 
lava tubes. Lava tubes are best developed In basaltic pahoehoe flows, and 
are rare in more siliceous flows. They are especially rare in aa lavas (3). 
One mechanism of lava tube formation is sketched in Fig. 2.9a and b. 
As a pahoehoe flow moves downstream, a crust develops and Is carried 
downstream by the underlying stream as discrete, closely spaced plates. 
Further downstream, these plates jam together and fuse to the sides of the 
channel, forming a stable roof. If the supply of fresh lava is subsequent­
ly cut off at the source, lava drains away to leave an empty tube. 
The dimensions of lava tubes range from a few centimeters to 30 meters 
or more in diameter, and from a few meters to several kilometers in length 
(3). A lava tube located in Surtesy, Iceland is shown in Fig. 2.10. 
The crusts and roofs of tubes act as heat shields, preventing heat loss 
by radiation, allowing the lava to flow greater distances. 
Fig. 2.11 shows a collapsed lava tube in Idaho. 
More detailed discussion, such as different types of lava tube forma-
18 
Plafci jam 
in channel 
Plate# break Free 
Unerukted 
Flow 
Pahoehee criwt 
formation 
Flewl 
Fig. 2.9a Stages in the formation of a lava tube 
Fig. 2.9b Hypothetical diagram illustrating possible formation and modi­
fication of lava structures as a result of subsequent lava 
flows (Ref. 12: 217, 219) 
I 
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Fig. 2.10 Truncated lava flow, south side of Surtsey, Iceland, showing a 
lava tube (marked by arrow) (Ref. 2: plate 115JO. 
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Fig. 2.11 Collapsed lava tube near Butte Crater, Idaho. The channel ex­
tends for over 5 kilometers. Over most of its length, the 
channel is from 5 to 10 meters deep and 20-30 meters wide. 
(Ref. 2; plate 117B) 
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tlon and mechanism can be found in Greeley (12) and Peterson and Swanson 
Another notable feature associated with cooling is the development of 
ropy structures on the surface of pahoehoe basalt flows. These features have 
been explained to be folds which form owing to the compression of a fluid 
whose viscosity decreases with depth, which in turn is a consequence of 
cooling (14). 
Besides the structures discussed above, there exist many additional in­
teresting features, such as stalactites, lava tree molds, lava coils, blis­
ters, etc. Discussions of these features can be found in Ref. 3 and Ref. 15. 
Figure 2.12 summarizes the possible textural variation associated with 
eruption from a single basaltic vent. 
(13). 
Shelly Pahoehoe 
"Toe" Fed 
Tube Fed "Qcgassed" Pahoehoe 
W) Surface | Voids 
Dense Lava 
Slab Lava 
AA Lava 
Fissure 
Vent 
Fig. 2.12. Diagram showing some types of basaltic lava flows related to 
an eruptive vent (Ref. 16:130) 
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III. SOME SIMPLE ANALYTIC SOLUTIONS 
In this chapter, mathematical formulations and solutions are discussed 
that are pertinent to the study of lava flow. 
A. Governing Equations 
The following important governing equations can be written for a con­
tinuum in tensor notation (17). 
conservation of mass: 
^ P+ (Pvj ) = 0 (3.1) 
conservation of momentum: 
p ( a^v^ + Vj3jV^) = PF^ + Bj (3.2) 
conservation of energy: 
P (^0® (3.3) 
where 
v^ = velocity vector 
= body force per unit mass 
T., = stress tensor 
= rate of deformation tensor, % (B^v^^ + 9^Vj) 
q^ = heat flux vector 
e = internal energy 
p = density 
and subscript o denotes time. 
The set of three equations written above comes from the basic conser­
vation principles of mechanics, namely, mass, momentum, and energy conserva­
tion. Though the set of governing equations appears to be simple, its in­
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herent non-linearity, not to mention non-linear boundary conditions, is well 
known to fluid mechanicians. 
The relation between stress tensor T . ,  and rate of deformation tensor jK 
Vj^ forms so called "constitutive equations", that of a Newtonian fluid 
(probably the simplest) being 
T^ij = "P^ij + ^ \k'^ij ^^^ij (3.4) 
When the relation Eq.(3.4) is substituted to the momentum equation 
Eq.(3.2), the well known "Navier-Stokes" equation is obtained, discussions 
of which can be found in most standard fluid mechanics books (for example, 
Batchelor (18)). 
The constitutive equation for the Bingham material (visco-plastic) is 
(19), 
3 , F < 0 (3.5) 
FT'^J , F ^  0 
T  
with F = 1 (3.6) 
/J2 
where T!. = stress deviator tensor defined by T ! .  =  T . ,  - 1/3 T  6  
ij ij ij Ota ij 
Ty = yield stress 
J2 ~ second invariant of the stress deviator, i.e., 
1/6[ ( - Tgg)^ + ( T22 -1:33^ ^  (^33" ^11 ^ ^12 ''^23 ^31 
The function F written as Eq. (3.6) is called a yield function. 
When the yield function F is negative, the material behaves in a rigid 
manner; positive values of the yield function imply finite rates of defor­
mation. The state of stress for which F = 0 forms the yield limit at which 
viscoplastic flow sets in or ceases, depending on the direction from which 
the yield limit is crossed. 
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The second equation of Eq.(3.5) can be solved with respect to the stress 
deviator to give (17), 
" • ("*%)'• 
where v^g) is the. second invariant of the strain tensor defined by 
"(2) = t (TijTjl - VilVjj) 
For the simplest case (one velocity component in simple shear), Eq. 
(3.7) reduces to 
which has been given as Eq.(2.1). 
Since it is so difficult a task to solve the set of equations (3.1), 
(3.2) and (3.3) with the constitutive equation (3.5) and with suitable bound­
ary conditions for any fairly general case, only simple problems will be 
considered where analytical solutions are readily available. These solu­
tions will hopefully lead us to some physical insights relevant to simulation 
problems. 
B. Simple Solutions 
1. Flow down an inclined plane 
First we will consider the fully developed, steady, two dimensional 
(of infinite width), constant density and temperature flow flowing down an 
inclined plane which makes an angle 0 with the horizontal. See Fig. 3.1 for 
a coordinate system. 
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y 
Fig. 3.1 Coordinate system for 2-d flow down an Inclined plane 
a. Newtonian fluid case In this case, the equation of motion is 
simply 
0 = + P g sin 9 (3.8) 
Note that thç continuity equation requires u^ = 0 if we assume v = 0. 
Therefore, u = u(y). 
Without considering surface tension, the boundary conditions to be sat­
isfied are 
T = 0 , y = h I 
y  (3.9) 
u = 0, y = 0 J 
Using the constitutive equation 
• 
Eq.(3.7) can be easily integrated with Eq.(3.9) to give. 
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p g sin 0 
u(y) (hy - %y (3.10) 
Hence the velocity profile is parabolic. 
Volume flow rate per unit width, Q/W, is calculated as, 
/
h p g sin 8 h^ 
udy = • 
m 3 y 
or 
Q y  
p g sin 0 wh' 
= 1/3 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
Average velocity is defined as. 
u  - 1  f  
»» h J 
1 r h  Q  P 8 sin 0 h^ 
o wh 3 y 
(3.13) 
Noting that. 
'(h) 
a^v = 
p g sin0h^ 
2 y 
U (h) 
From Eq.(3,13) 
p g sin0h^ 
y = 
3U 
av 
(3.14) 
Eq.(3.14) has been used frequently for estimating the viscosity of 
flowing lava. (For example, see Refs. 3, 5.) 
From Eq. (3.10), it is seen that the depth of the flow is determined by 
Q/W, y, pgsin0, via 
/ 3 y (Q/W) \ 1/3 
(3.15) 
1 \ 
y
\P gsin0 J 
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If the rate of extrusion Is changed suddenly by a small amount 6(Q/W), 
the transition region from one thickness to another advances down the plane 
(see Fig. 3.2) at a speed V which is given by (18), 
V6h = 6(Q/W) 
that is, . ' 
d(Q/W) / 9(Q/W):pgsin8\l/3 
V = I ) (3.16) 
dh \ y y 
Thus, the speed of transition region would be very small if the fluid is very 
viscous (high viscosity). 
Fig. 3.2 Illustration of the speed of the transition region 
b. Bingham plastic case Eq.(3.8), with the condition of no shear 
at y = h, is integrated to give, 
T = pgsin6 (h-y) (3.17) 
The constitutive equations for Bingham plastic are 
u = constant (or y = «»), T ^  Ty (3.18a) 
T-Ty = y'^ T>Ty (3.18b) 
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Let h be defined as 
s 
p g sin 0 (h - h ) = T (3.19) 
or 
^ p g sin 9 
Thus , 
y 1 hg ^ > Ty 
y > hg T < Ty 
Eq.(3.19) and Eq.(3.17) are substituted Into Eq.(3.18b) to give 
p g sin 0 (hg - y) = y ^  
This Is readily Integrated using a no slip condition at y = 
the velocity profile: 
p g sin 0 2 
u = r (^ s^  " 2 y_5 h 
0 to give 
u = 
y 
p g sin 0 hg 
2 u 
= constant » < y < h J (3.20) 
s — — 
The velocity profiles for a Newtonian fluid and a Bingham plastic are 
shown schematically In Fig. 3.3. 
plug 
region 
VISCOUS 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 3.3 Velocity profiles of Newtonian fluid (a) and Bingham plastic (b) 
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From the velocity profile of Eq.(3.20), we get 
Q/W • M 
p g sin 0 h^ 
= 1/3 / —)' ) 
\ p g sin 0 h yp g sin 0 hy J 
Since the wall shear stress, T^, is 
= pg sin 6 h (3.21) 
the above equation can be written as 
Q/W • y 
p g sin 0 h 
or 
Q/W • y 
».22a) 
p g sin 0 
by defining h^ as 
T 
h - = h - h = ^ 
® p g sin 8 
Both of these expressions can be found easily in standard textbooks of 
Rheology. 
Note that if = 0, Eq.(3.22a) reduces to the equation for the Newton­
ian fluid, and if T = T , Q = 0, i.e. no flow occurs. 
y w 
2. Channel flow down an inclined plane 
The two dimensional equations discussed in the previous section (Eq. 
(3.10), (3.22)) are commonly used in interpreting the morphology of lava 
flows (Refs. (3), (20), (21)). However, it is first necessary to check 
the validity of those equations in terms of aspect ratio (ratio of width to 
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depth of the flow. Aspect ratio will be denoted as X throughout the text.) 
This is done by studying the isothermal rectilinear flow in a rectan­
gular channel with velocity components (o, o, u). 
The coordinate system is given in Fig. 3.4. 
h- w H 
Fig. 3.4 Coordinate system for rectangular channel flow • 
a. Newtonian case Consider a fully developed flow of a Newtonian 
fluid. Since only the z-component of velocity is non-zero, continuity equation 
requires that u^ = 0, thus u = u(x,y). 
The momentum equation can then be written as 
Vi(u^ + uyy) = -p g sin e (3.23) 
i.e., the gravity force is balanced by the viscous force. The velocity 
field, in this case, can be readily determined by using the technique of 
separation of variables for the Poisson equation (3.23) with homogeneous 
boundary conditions. The analytical solution is available for flow in a 
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rectangular duct of half width, a, and half height, b (22), 
In this case 
Q' - (Pssine) f (f) 
where 
<*> tanh 
f/a\ 16 1024 b 
M b ) "  -  -  — l E  
n=0 (2n+l) s 
The above expressions can be written in our case as 
Qli 
p g sin 0 h^W 
where 
= re ".24) 
,/WX 16 _ 2048 h f 
\h) 3 TT^ (2n+l)S 
(3.25) 
For the case when W ^  6h, Eq.(3.24) can be approximated as (22), 
Q ^  1 h 
= ^  (1-0.418§ ) (3.26) 
p g sin 8 h^W 
Results of Eq.(3.24) are plotted in Fig. 3:5, for various aspect ra­
tios. As can be seen from the figure, the effect of side wall diminishes 
as aspect ratio increases, and becomes negligible for aspect ratios greater 
Qy 
than 10. As h/W (1/A) tends to zero, the value tends to 1/3 
p g sin 9 h% 
which is the two-dimensional flow value (Eq.(3,12)). 
b. Bingham plastic case In this case, solution procedure for the 
flow field is more difficult than for Newtonian fluids. 
Q V 
gsindwh* 
0.3 
0.2 
O.l 
0.0 
0.01 0.1 1.0 
lu 
Fig. 3.5 pggïnQh^W channel flow of Newtonian fluid 
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The equation for the velocity field Is no longer linear and also the 
yield surface Is not known, a priori. (Unsteady flow problems of this 
nature are often referred to as Stefan problems (23), which arise In melt­
ing or solidification where moving boundary of separation between the two 
phases exists.) 
First, we consider an approximate solution suggested by Kozlckl and 
Tlu (24). Starting from the Rablnowltsch-Mooney equation (25,26), the 
following approximate equation for the bulk velocity Is developed, with no 
slip condition: 
Rg and are called hydraulic radius and average wall shear stress, 
respectively. 
The coefficients a and b In Eq.(3.27) are geometric coefficients deter­
mined with reference to the analytic solution for Newtonian fluid (see Eq. 
(3.24)), and vary with aspect ratio X = W/h. 
The values of a and b are tabulated in Table 3.1. 
+ 
a+b b \ 0/ b(a+b) 
(3.27) 
where r^ = cross-sectional area/perimeter 
p = perimeter 
P 
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Table 3.1 Geometric coefficients for rectangular open channel (Ref. 24:131) 
X = W/h a b 
2.0 0.2123 0.6759 
4.0 0.2439 0.7276 
6.0 0.2867 0.7817 
8.0 0.3212 0.8182 
10.0 0.3472 0.8446 
12.0 0.3673 0.8639 
14.0 0.3828 0.8767 
16.0 0.3951 0.8911 
18.0 0.4050 0.9010 
20.0 0.4132 0.9097 
100.0 0.4806 0.9795 
00 0.5000 1.0000 
Note that when . = 1, u = 0. 
0 
Physically this means that the average wall shear (T^) just balances the 
yield strength (T ) which must be surpassed for flow to occur; thus,no flow y 
occurs when T = . 
y 0 
Now consider the case when X -»• <» . Then = p g sin 8 h, r^ h. 
Hence, Eq.(3.27) reduces to 
p g sin 0 h^ 
U = 
3li 
which is the same as Eq.(3.22a). 
Clearly, Eq.(3.27) can be put into the form 
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Qy 
(3.28) 
p g sin 0 h'' 
in the above equation is the 2-dimensional wall shear stress, that is 
= p g sin 8 h. Of course a more natural choice of wall shear stress would 
be as in the original paper. However, for the purpose of comparison 
with 2-dimensionai equation (Eq.3.22a), will be used throughout the dis­
cussion. 
For a rectangular channel, hydraulic radius r^ is given as, 
- - ^ h (3.29) 
H X+2 
And T„ can be written in terms of T., as follows. 
0 w 
T = — r Tds=—-l (Area) • p g sin 9 I = r„ p g sin 0 
0 Pjp P I J H 
Therefore, upon substitution of Eq.(3.29) into the above equation, 
^0 X+2 (3.30) 
Hence,Eq.(3.28) can be calculated easily with the aid of Table 3.1. The 
results are plotted in Fig. 3.6. Again we see that the value 
p g sin 0 h®W 
tends to that of 2-dimensional case as X increases. But, 
different from the Newtonian case, the ratio of 2-dimensional value to 3-
T 
dimensional value increases as —^ . 
W 
A more rigorous approach to this problem has been achieved by Johnson 
and Hampton (27). 
The momentum equation, in the velocity formulation, can be written as 
0 = p g sin 0 + V • Cy ^ u) (3.31a) 
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gsln0h®W for various A's 
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where 
"a ° 
for the viscous region, and 
Vu = 0, u = continuous on the yield surface (3.31b) 
for the plug flow region. 
As has been stated earlier, due to the presence of the yield surface, 
calculation of the velocity field is somewhat difficult. 
Johnson approached this problem by first solving for the stress field, 
which is briefly reviewed below. 
The momentum equation, in the stress formulation can be written as 
— + — = -p g sin 8 (3.32) 
3 X 3 y 
Introduce a function F such that 
3 r 3 r 
= X , = T 
3 X 3 y y: 
Upon substitution of F into Eq.(3.32), there is obtained 
+ Tyy = -pg sin e (3.33) 
The boundary condition for F can be set as 
r = 0 on the boundary (3.34) 
Detailed derivation of Eq.(3.34) can be found in Johnson. Note that F is a 
velocity like quantity. 
The stress field becomes known by solving for F. The coordinate sys­
tem appropriate to the problem is sketched in Fig. 3.7. 
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y  
À 
(0,d) 
r = o  
(0,44) jpnniTrrmTTnmnmh' 
t l 
I t im / / 111 , . il r- 0 
(^2,0) 
(w,d ) 
r = o  
T 
(w,0) X 
Fig. 3.7 Coordinate system for calculation of stress and velocity field 
The solution procedure to Eq.(3.33) with boundary condition Eq.(3.34) is 
straight forward. (See standard books on partial differential equations, 
section for Poisson equation.) 
r can be obtained as 
Y 4y ^ / sin h (2n-l)^^^~^^ + sin h (Zn-l)-^ '^^  ^sin (2n-l)— 
r=-(wx-x^) - -El = Tâ T 
2 • n=l\ sin h (2n-l)^  / (2n-l)^  
w 
w 
(3.35) 
where y = p g sin8 
Since 
9 r 3 r 
T = , and T- = , 
xz d X 3 
we have 
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V U-afY °°  ^ + slnh (2n-l)^ \ cos(2n-l)Trx 
T =1 (w-2x) -jzLy I -r — I  
2 Tf:' sinh(2n-l)^  J (2n-l): 
(3.36a) 
^ 4wY y slnh (2n-l)^ (cosh(2n-l)^ - coslr^^^^) 
" "~n=l (2n-l)^sinh (2n_l)^ (3.36b) 
The constitutive equations are 
'"•( 'XSm)" 
If these equations are substituted into Eq.(3.22), Eq.(3.31a) is obtained. 
Along the line y = y , = 0 , thus = 0. 
Along the line x = ^  , -^-^= 0 , thus T =0. 
2 9 X xz 
Therefore, velocity profiles along mid-planes (x = w/2, and y = d/2) 
can be calculated by using the relation. 
""xz = Ê + ""y along y = f 
""yz " ^ ^  \ along ^  = f 
Upon integration of the above equations with no slip condition, we get 
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"('='!) = & 
(-1)°'^  ^ (^ _ Sin h (2n-l)I^  + sin h (2n-l)^  \  ^
^ ^ 4"' „=1 sinh(2n-l)2i ) " J 
w / 
(3.37b) 
Note that if d -»• <» , 
U(X,Y) — y ^ ^  (wx-x^) - TyxJ , which is a familier two dimen­
sional velocity profile. 
Velocity profiles of Eq.(3.37a) and Eq.(3.37b) are valid only in the 
viscous region. 
With the knowledge of the stress field and velocity profiles along 
midplanes, the velocity profile can be calculated by simple iteration pro­
cedure, since the Eq.(3.31a) is elliptic. See the sketch of Fig. 3.8. 
Necessary calculation steps are: 
i) Calculate stress field for given geometry 
ii) Find yield surface for given yield strength by comparing the mag­
nitude of stresses, ^ (T^^): + (t^^)^ with yield strength 
iii) Calculate velocity profiles along mid-planes for given yield 
strength and geometry 
iv) Calculate velocity field by iteration 
(wx-x^) - Tyx - 4y w^ 
IT' n=l 
sin(2nTl)^  / 
(2n-l)3 
1. (3.37a) 
cosh(2n-l)^ 
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y Valocity profil# given by ' 
iq. (3.37a) 
u = 0 
B. PLUG REGION 
U = Up 
A. VISCOUS REGION 
= -y 
,Eq. (3.37b) 
u = 0 X 
Fig. 3.8 Illustration of velocity field 
A calculation procedure (different from the present one) using a known 
stress field can be found in Johnson and Hampton (27). 
Calculation has been made with a (11x 11) grid system with the follow­
ing discretization schemes. 
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Eq.(3.31a) is non-dimensionalized with the following change of vari­
ables . 
u* 
YWZ 
= f-
Y* = "d" 
T 
= Bm (Bm stands for Bingham Number) 
V = ^ i (NoteX^=^) 
The non-dimensionalized equation can be written explicitly as (*'s are 
omitted for convenience), 
.  ,  u u ^ - 2 u u u + u ^ u  
u + ^  u + Bm . ^ 22-Z 2LXJEZ 2L-J2L +1 = 0 (3.38) 
4X2 yy 2 X ,  /„ 2 2 \3/2 
' •  ( - . " ivy  
By rearranging, we obtain 
where 
Au + Bu + Cu +1 = 0 
XX xy yy 
2\ /„ 2+_l_^  2\1.5 
v * 4x2 y / 
B = - Bm "x"v 
1^ /u 2+ JL u 2^ 1.5 
•V * 4x! y ) 
1 
C . - L . +  ^  " =  
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By denoting the step size as Ah, the derivatives are discretized as 
follows. 
u g"l+l,j " 2"i,j + "i_l,j 
^ (Ah)2 
u g"i,3+l " ^"i,j + 
^ (Ah)2 
V ^ I ( -
* 2 (Ah) 
u a 
^ (2Ah) 
The coefficients A, B, and C were calculated from the velocity field 
of the previous iteration step, so that the Eq.(3.38) can be linearized. 
The results of this calculation are plotted in Fig. 3.9. 
For more thorough calculation, the step-size must be decreased as as­
pect ratio and Bingham number increase, in order to obtain reasonably ac­
curate yield surface contours. No such attempts have been made here, since 
the purpose of the present calculation is to provide comparison with 
Kozicki's approximation theory. By comparing Fig. 3.9 with Fig. 3.6, we 
can see that Eq. (3.27) is a reasonable estimate. 
Another method for solving the velocity field of a Bingham material 
for general geometry was suggested by Cea and Glowinski (28), who use an 
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Fig. 3.9 Numerical results with (11x11) grid system 
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optimization technique. 
3. Estimation of yield strength 
There have been some efforts to estimate the yield strengths of flows 
by looking at the final flow dimensions (21, 29) using the;model of Hulme 
(20). These attempts are based on the assumption that the final shapes of 
the flow depend strongly on the yield strength of the flowing material. 
In this regard, equations discussed in previous sections may be useful 
in estimating the yield strengths for lava flows (or mud flows) which do 
occur commonly in channel configurations. 
Let the estimated yield strength be determined from the final thick­
ness of flow hj. 
In the two dimensional case (of infinite width), can be expressed 
Clearly, as X ^ , Eq.(3.40) tends to Eq.(3.39). 
Eq.(3.40) is plotted in Fig. 3.10 for various values of X . 
hf 
Since the stress field is known, we are able to determine how much of 
the geometry will have stresses less than that predicted by Eq.(3.40). 
This is shown in Fig. 3.11. 
It can be observed that estimates based on Eq.(3.40) are slightly higher 
than the yield strength. One reason for this might be the fact that the 
effective perimeter is longer than the geometric perimeter. See Fig. 3.12. 
as 
Ty = P g sin Ghg 
But in the channel flow case, we have from Eq.(3.30) 
(3.39) 
(3.40) 
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3.10 Yield strength estimates for various aspect ratios 
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I.O 
a. k-  2 b. A. = 4 
0.0 0.5 
V, w 
C .  A  =  1  0  d. X= 2 0  
Fig. 3.11 Regions of smaller stresses (shaded area) than that predicted 
by Eq.(3.40) 
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(This is due to the low-stress zone around the corners. Johnson names these 
regions "dead regions".) 
I p effective 
fc >r" perimeter 
n ,  
geometric 
perimeter 
Fig. 3.12 Geometric perimeter and effective perimeter (approximate con­
tour) 
Iso-stress lines are shown in Fig. 3.13 a, b, c, d, for several aspect 
ratios, which were calculated from Eq.(3.36a) and (3.36b) for reference 
purposes. 
4. Rivulet flow 
a. Rivulet flow of Newtonian fluid In this section,we will briefly 
review the work done by Towell and Rothfeld (30). 
Consider a Newtonian fluid flowing down an inclined plane with no walls 
(rivulet flow or sheet flow). 
Coordinate system is shown in Fig. 3.14. 
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Fig. 3.13a Stress field for X = 2.0 (numbers denote the values of 
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Fig. 3.13b Stress field for X = 4.0 
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Fig. 3.13c Stress field for X = 10.0 
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Fig. 3.13d Stress field for X = 20.0 
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y 
X 
Fig. 3.14 Coordinate system for rivulet flow 
We assume the following: 
i) Unidirectional flow parallel to z axis (x and y components of ve­
locity vanish) 
ii) Fully developed flow, u = u(x, y) 
iii) Steady state 
iv) No shear at the gas-liquid interface 
Then the Navier-Stokes equations with constant properties are: 
Two boundary conditions can be derived from no-slip and symmetry prop­
erty. They are, 
(3.41) 
= -p g cos 0 
9 ^u 9^u _ p g sin 9 
(3.42) 
(3.43) 
3x^ 3y^ y 
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u = 0 at y = 0 (3.44) 
= 0 at X = 0 (3.45) 
At the gas liquid Interface given by y = ri(x), the z component of shear 
stresses must vanish. This results in 
§x* §y  ^  °  at y = n (3.46) 
To solve Eq.(3.43) subject to the conditions Eq.(3.44) to (3.46), the 
equation for the interface ri(x) must be known. 
This can be achieved for a given contact angle a and stream width W, 
by using the well-known relation 
P(n) = P ^^^3/2 (3.47) 
® d+n') ' 
where p(n) = y'!^_(p)» and a is surface tension. 
Eq.(3.47) can be written as, (by using Eq.3.42)) 
Y" a 
= # + Y (3.48) 
(l+Yi2)3/2 
where Y = (riQ-ri)/a, and the prime denote differentiation with respect to 
X = x/a, and a = /o / p g cos 0 , the capillary length. 
The constant b is derived from other constants and is seen to be the 
radius of curvature at Y = 0. 
Eq.(3.48) generates a family of curves Y vs. X with a/b as parameter 
which can be determined from the choice of stream width and contact angle. 
Rather than discussing the general solution procedures, two simple 
cases will be discussed. 
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An analytical solution of Eq.(3.43) with the given interface shape 
(Eq.3.48)) is mathematically intractable. 
An approximate solution can be easily obtained by assuming that 
9^u 9^u 
93F << 97" 
which is reasonable except for the region around the edge of the rivulet. 
For very small rivulets, where the radius of curvature is very small, 
a/b » Y and Eq.(3.48) describes a circle. Therefore^ the cross section of 
the stream is a sector of a circle with its chord length equal to the width. 
After carrying suitable integrations, we can arrive at 
(3-49) 
p w g sin 0 
where 
12 a cos^ a + 3 a - 2cos^ a sin a - 13cos a sin a f(a) = 
sin^ a 
In this case, we can see that the stream width is extremely sensitive 
to the contact angle, and for a given contact angle, the stream width is 
proportional to the one quarter power of the product of flow rate and kine­
matic viscosity. As the flow rate increases, the rivulet widens and deep­
ens. As the rivulet widens and deepens the shape, which is mainly governed 
by surface tension for small rivulets, is affected by both surface tension 
and gravity. 
If the stream becomes wide and flat enough, so that 
a/b « Y, 
then, according to Rayleigh's solution (31), the maximum depth is 
Y^ = 2 sin (a/2) . 
As the flow rate increases, the stream widens but no longer deepens. In 
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this case, the flow rate may be calculated by assuming that the cross-sec-
tion is rectangular with depth 2 sin (a/2). 
Hence, 
j (3.50) 
Again the rivulet width is seen to be sensitive to contact angle, is 
a strong function of surface tension (aa ^'^) and is proportional to the 
flow rate and viscosity. 
If the Rayleigh relation 
°Vpg°cos6 • 2 
is substituted in Eq.(3.50), we get 
Q_y = i 
pgsin0Wh^ ^ 
which is the equation developed earlier (Eq.(3.12)). This shows that, even 
though the depth is determined from surface tension and contact angle, if 
we take depth h as dominant variable, then for a fairly wide flat rivulet, 
contact angle and surface tension do not necessarily have to come in to 
the discussion. 
b. Rivulet flow of Bingham plastic-model of Hulme Consider a Bing­
ham plastic fluid flowing down a slope, as in Fig. 3.14. Hulme (20) assumed 
that the cross-sectional shape is governed by the yield strength of the 
flowing material. 
Based upon balance of forces, lateral movement will cease if 
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Flg. 3.15a Schematic diagram illustrating Hulme's idea 
Fig. 3.15b Rectangle giving same area as parabola 
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Ty = - P g cos 9 n ^  (3.51)1 
This equation can be easily integrated to give 
• 2T 
y (3.52) p g cos 0 
Hence, the flow depth at the centerline is 
n = ^ — 
0 p g cos 0 
T W 
_Z_ (3.53) 
Further, down hill movement will cease, if 
Ty = pg sin 0 Tig (3.54) 
Following these ideas, the rivulet flow model suggested by Hulme is shown 
schematically in Fig. 3.15a. 
From Eq.(3.53) and (3.54), we get 
= W ris tan 0 
To calculate volume flow rate, the 2-dimensional velocity profile of 
Eq.(3.20) is integrated over the dimensions shown in Fig. 3.15. That is. 
where = H-Hg . 
The integration is easily carried out to give, after some algebraic manipu-
Originally, Hulme used pgn » but it seems more proper to replace g 
by g cos 0. 
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lations; 
By considering to be the levee width observed in natural flows, 
Eq.(3.55) can be evaluated without knowing the cross-sectional configuration, 
since 
However, some points in this model need discussion. 
Regardless of the validity of the assumptions that lead to Eq.(3.51), 
it is seen that the equation doesn't satisfy the condition of symmetry, i.e. 
" • 
as Hulme pointed out. Therefore, the shape develops a cusp at x=0, 
Hulme's measurements of center depth r|^ were about 3/4 of those predicted 
by the equation (see Fig. 10 of Ref. 20). Noting that the height (or depth) 
of a rectangle of the same width as the parabola that will give the same 
area as the parabola is 2/3 (see Fig. 3.15b), the flow cross-section of 
a wide flow might be viewed as a rectangle rather than as a parabola as in 
the case of a wide flat rivulet flow of Newtonian fluid. Careful examina­
tion of Hulme's data shows that measured central depths are in the range of 
3 5 
y — of predicted depths. 
According to the model. Region A of Fig. 3.15a can hardly be inter­
preted as levees. (See Fig. 3.16 for actual levee geometry,) The region 
where n > will flow only until the surface height reaches Tig, so that 
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a.initial b. accretionqry 
tJS&aÀ 
c. rubble d. overflow 
Fig. 3.16 Cross-sections through the four different types of lava levees 
observed on Mt. Etna. Stippled parts of diagram indicate mas­
sive lava; the sparsely stippled areas represent flowing lava 
(Ref. 32:270) 
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after flow ceases, there would be no distinction in height between region B 
and A. 
In this respect, Iversen's model (33) seems more appropriate, where the 
yield strength la a function of width and assumes a maximum value at the 
edge and minimum: at the center. 
However, in this study the levee will not be given a special consider­
ation, rather it will be viewed as an indication of flowing thickness (or 
depth). 
5. Motion of free surface 
This section is not directly related to the discussion of simulation 
or the modeling process, but by looking at the equation of surface motion, 
we can get some intuitive ideas of associated length and time scales. Some­
times, lava flows are accompanied by wave motion. See Fig. 3.17. 
The coordinate system relevant to the problem is shown in Fig. 3.18. 
Without considering surface tension, the following set of equations 
can be written. 
u + V =0 (3.57a) 
X y 
p = p g cos 9 (n - y) (3.57b) 
vV^u = %  p - g sin 8 (3.57c) 
P * 
^t ^  " ^x ^  V at y = n (3.57d) 
Eq.(3.57b) assumes static pressure relation along y, which is derived 
from the y-momentum equation by neglecting the viscous force term due to the 
y component of velocity. 
Eq.(3.57b) is a kinematic condition which has to be satisfied at the surface. 
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as# 
Fig. 3.17 Feeding river of the lava flow of Mauna Loa, October 6, 1919. 
The surface of the river has not yet formed a crust. Note the 
standing waves in the river (Ref. 15:83) 
Fig. 3.18 Coordinate system for the surface motion 
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-Eq.(3.57a) and (3.57c) are the continuity equation and x-momentum equation 
respectively. 
By assuming 
u . « u 
XX yy 
the above equations can be easily Integrated to give: 
This is a non-linear wave equation with diffusion. More rigorous der­
ivation of the above equation can be found in Mel (34) who used perturba­
tion analysis. Eq.(3.58) can be non-dimensionalized by introducing 
to yield 
+  T ?  s i n e n " - = ( n  ^ n - )  -  ( 3 . 6 O )  
Note that if 6 = 0, Eq.(3.60) becomes a diffusion type, so that no wave fea­
tures are expected. Thus, if 0 is very small, distinct wave motion can 
1 / <3 
hardly be expected. The reference length scale (v^/g) and time scale 
1 /5 (v/g^) are both very small and pertinent to vertical motion. 
6. 1-dimensional, unsteady heat conduction with radiative boundary condi­
tion 
So far we have considered isothermal flows only. In this section, we 
will take a look at a very simple heat transfer problem. Consider a heat 
conduction problem shown in Fig. 3.19. 
Assuming constant thermal properties (p, Cp, k), the heat equation be­
comes , 
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y 
^radiation 
T 
h 
i  
77777777777" 
X 
conduction 
Fig. 3.19 Coordinate system for l-dimensional heat conduction problem 
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=ai^ (3.61) 
where 
3t By' 
with boundary conditions 
T = , y = 0 (3.62a) 
Jim 
-k ^  = G O , y = h (3.62b) 
a = —^ = thermal diffusivity 
pup 
K = conductivity 
Cp = specific heat at constant pressure 
£ = emissivity 
a = Stefan Boltzman constant 
= contact temperature 
= temperature of the surface (y = h) 
One reason for choosing Eq.(3.61) is that it can be interpreted as a 
quasi-steady flow temperature profile, via the transformation 
To meet this need, the contact temperature is chosen somewhat different­
ly from the usual wall temperature condition. 
If the magma is extruded at temperature and makes contact with 
country rock, the temperature of contact, T^, assumes the value (35), 
T . 4  (l-P^) E |l(—— )} (3.63) 
n=l ^ ^2/ârt'' 
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where 
I - -2- Te-'du 
• ^ J o  
cJkj + a^kj 
The constants a^, k^, and a^, are dliffusivities and conductivities 
of magma and country rock respectively. 
If ——— > 3.0 , 
2 /a^t 
T^s^-f-d-p) (3.64) 
Therefore, if we assume 
a «2 ' ^ ^2 ' 
T^ = ^  (3.65) 
^ 2 
Thus we See that the initial contact temperature is about half of the 
temperature of the hot body if thermal properties are similar to those of 
the cold body. The initial contact temperature given in Jaeger (36) gives 
the same result. 
The boundary condition Eq.(3.62b) comes from the radiation at the sur­
face. For the relatively simple radiation case, where in the area with 
temperature T^ has an entirely convex surface and is completely surrounded 
by a surface Ag at temperature T2, then the radiative heat flux is 
^ (3.66) 
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If Tg « , and. Aj. « , then 
e^aTj (3.67) 
which gives the boundary condition Eq.(3.62b). 
Introducing 
T - 2 f ;  e = f  
h^ " o 
the equations (3.61) to (3.62b) reduce to 
9 9 _ 9 = 8 
3? 
9 T r,—2 (3.68a) 
0 = 0.5, y = 0 (3.68b) 
8^ , ?= 1 (3.68c) ae 
9 y k 
The above set of equations has been solved numerically for a specific 
case by using the alternating direction explicit scheme (A.D.E.) suggested 
by Larkin (37) , incorporated with a Newton-Raphson solver for non-linear 
equation that arises from Eq.(3.68c). 
The finite difference approximations are 
^i,n+l ^i,n _ ^i-l,n+l ^i,n+l ^i,n "** ^i+l,n 
At (Ay)^ 
'^i,n+l ^i,n _ ^i-l,n ^i,n ^i,n+l ^  ^i+l,n+l 
At (Ay )2 
followed by 
(3.69a) 
(3.69b) 
®i ,n+l 2 (Pi,n+1 ^i,n+l^ (3.69c) 
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subscripts i and n are for space and time respectively. 
Eq.(3.69a) is for marching in the positive (y+) direction and Eq.(3.69b) 
is for the negative (y-) direction. 
Eq.(3.68c) is dlsçretized as 
46, , - 30 
k-l,n 
2 A y  
where stands for Stefan No., h za ^ (Subscript i runs from 1 to k.) 
k 
Henc^ the above discretization results in a non-linear algebraic equa­
tion of type 
which can be solved by the Newton-Raphson method as has been mentioned. 
The results of this calculation (for basalt flow of 3m thickness) are 
shown in Fig. 3.20. We can see that the radiative heat transfer is very 
effective, so that the crust may solidify in less than an hour after extru­
sion. (If it solidifies at 1100°C, T/T^ « 0.93 in the example case.) 
7. Simple dynamic lava flow model considering heat exchange 
In this section Harrison and Rooth's model (11) will be briefly reviewed 
and extended to the Bingham plastic case. 
Consider a quasi-stationary regime where the flow is laminar, and con­
stant flow rate is maintained. Assume that heat is mainly lost by radiation, 
and that the gradient generated by variation of thickness of the flow is 
much smaller than the topographic gradient. Assume further that the temper­
ature T and viscosity V are locally averaged (across the thickness) and den­
sity p and specific heat are constants. 
Considering a heat balance as in Fig. 3.21, we have 
X** + bx + d = 0 
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t = S5^1br t= 27,65 hr 
.7 
.6 
.5 
.4 
.3 
•2^-
.1 
t = l6.59hr 
t = 1l.06hr 
To = 1473 ®K 
P = 2.6SX1O3 Kg/m3 
Cp — 2 Keol/Kg-®K 
K = 6.x 10"* Ke«l/'®K-in-««e 
Ot - 1.13x10 * m2/,»c 
h = 3 m 
a - 1.355X I0-" Kcal/OK«.m2.s«c 
€ = .6 
=0.0 
-I 1 1 
,1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 I.O 
Fig. 3.20 Temperature profile of basalt of 3m thickness 
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ComT 
( e a V j d x  
••CpriiT^^(CpmT)d) 
Fig. 3.21 Diagram illustrating heat exchange 
^ (CpinT) + eaT** = 0 (3.70) 
where e = emissivity 
O = Stefan-Boltzman constant 
m = mass flow rate per unit width 
Eq.(3.70) is easily integrated to- give 
_1 ^ _ 3 eg X 
Cm 
o p 
(3.71) 
Thus, in this heat exchange model, variation of temperature with distance 
is independent of the mechanics of the flow. 
One sample calculation of the results of Eq.(3.71) is shown in Fig. 
3 . 2 2 .  
Now the mass flow rate can be written as (see Eq.(3.11)) 
m = g sin 9h^ (3.72) 
3  y  
And viscosity varies with temperature as 
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1600 
T 
1500 Cp= .2 Keal/Kg"K 
a = 1.355 xior"Keal/®K'*-m2-
rfl — 10^ Kg^11»g#C 
To= 1600®K 
1400 
1300 
1200 
1100 
1000 
X Km 
Fig. 3.22 Temperature of lava and distance traveled (Réf. 11:106) 
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y = Vl^Cb/T) (3.73) 
The time taken for a flow to proceed can be calculated in the following 
manner. 
m dx 
ph " dt 
Ai = _ dT 
G O T  4  d t  
Therefore, 
or 
^ = _ EOT* / g sin 9 \ 
S \3pu exp (b/T) • m. 
/ _ exp(b/3T) j ^ eg / g sin 9 \ . 
T^ Cp \ P Vo a / 
This can be integrated to give 
It is seen that the time (t) taken for the lava to cool from T^ to T^ 
•  I / o  
varies as (m / sin 0) or as the one third power of (initial) thickness. 
Several example calculations of Eq.(3.74) are shown in Fig. 3.23. 
Danes (38) has used a similar approach to calculate lava flow thick­
nesses that will be able to travel certain (given) distances. 
The model discussed above can be easily extended to Bingham plastics. 
Instead of using Eq.(3.72) we take 
6 - P*gsin8^: r o/t„\ wT.\3 
3p 
- f-1(^)4 (^)] »•") 
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which is the flow rate equation for Bingham plastic (see Eq.(3.22a)). 
We consider that for a given slope and m, thickness h changes accord­
ing to Eq.(3.75) as and li vary (thickness adjusts itself to prop­
erty variations). 
Since y and vary strongly with temperature, it would be interest-
TY 
ing to see how and h vary with length. 
W 
€ = .6  
P =2.65XI03Kg/'m3 
Cp= .2Kcal/Kg?K 
m =IO^Kg/ni.Mc 
Sin#=IO'^ 
Hour# 
A; b = 2.917% 104_°K 
y = 1.877x10"' kg/m-sec 
(from Murase & McBimey (39)) 
B; b = 4.657xlO*_°K 
= 5.888x10"^^ kg/m-sec 
(from Shaw & Swanson (40), retarded crystallization) 
C; b = 2.668% 104_°K 
y^ = 4.315x10 ' kg/m-sec 
(from Shaw & Swanson (40), curve above liquidus) 
Fig. 3.23 Time taken for a flow to cool down from 1600°K for various 
viscosity variations (Ref. 11:107) 
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This can be done as follows. Eq.(3.75) is differentiated with respect to 
X, to give 
ÉÎL = 
g sin 0 
y y p s s i n e ^  
V 
©1 3 3 'T- " -2 + 2 
Rearranging the above equation yields, 
-5-i dW + b.' JL [i -/if Ifli 
dh . p gsine dx 2 T„[ VV Jdx (3.76) 
h' 
du dT 
The derivatives and are calculated by 
i = = ".77) 
îlz ,—2. _ÉI_. _ SSiL fjL 
dx dT dx Cm dT 
P 
(3.78) 
Eq.(3.76) can be integrated numerically with the aid of Eq.(3.71) to 
give length versus thickness and length versus T^/T^ for a given mass flow 
rate and slope. 
Results of the calculation for four different cases are shown in 
Fig. 3.24a and 3.24b. 
For viscosity calculation, 
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= 4.315 X 10 'kg/m-sec 
b = 2.668 X 10"* °K 
were used (see Fig. 3.23, case c). 
dT 
For Ty(T), (T), yield strengths from Makaopuhi lava lake (Fig. 2. 
were used with the following approximation. 
f = 0 T 21 1200 
T = 0.4(1200-T) X 10^ 1175 < T < 1200 y —- — 
T = {10 +2.08 (1175-T)} X 10^ 1150 < T < 1175 y — — 
T = {62- + 0.2667.(1150-T)} X 10^ 1120 < T < 1150 y — — 
T = 7- X 10^ T < 1120 y — 
where is in N/m^ 
T is in °C 
From the graphs presented, some important observations can be made. 
Firstly, flows tend to be stopped or diverted (or overflows may oc­
cur) due to rapid increase in yield strength, depending on the status of 
lava supply. Note that rapid increase in thickness is the direct result 
of rapid increase in yield strength. 
Even though the increase in thickness is considerable (2 or 3 times 
thicker than the initial thickness), this may not be noticeable in the 
field, since that increase in thickness takes place over kilometers. 
Secondly, by comparing Fig. 3.24a and b, the importance of flow rate 
(m) can be realized. Note that, in the flow with m = 10kg/m-sec (Fig. 
3.24b), the ratio of T^/T^ reaches 0.9 in about 0.8 km, whereas 0.9 is 
reached after about 8 km in the flow with m = 10® kg/m-sec (Fig. 3.25a), 
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when G = 0.6. 
This can be explained in terms of rate of temperature drop per unit 
length. 
From Eq.(3.70), we have approximately 
Hence, the temperature drop would be ten times slower when the flow 
rate is ten times higher. 
So it is likely that lava extruded at slow flow rate tends to gener­
ate several flow units (compound flows) if extrusion lasts long enough, 
while lava extruded at high flow rates tends to flow in a single unit. 
In Fig. 3.25a and b, temperature variations are shown along the 
length traveled (supplemental to Fig. 3.24a and b). 
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4 
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m = lO® Kg/m s#e 
€ = .6 , 1.0 
9 = 1* 
•n>= 1480° K 
_i 1_ 
10  
9 
H, m 
• 4 
• 3 
- 2 
• 1 
10 
LENGTH, Km 
1. Ty/T^ ; use left scale 
2. Thickness (h); use right scale 
3. Ty/T^ ; use left scale 
4. Thickness; use right scale 
* step size AX = 0.05 km 
• G = 0.6 
E = 1.0 
Fig. 3.24a Thickness and vs. length 
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7y 
m = lO"' Kgy(n *#« 
e = .6,  1.0 
e = 1® 
to = I480®K 
H,m 
LENGTH, Km 
1. Ty/T^, ; use left scale 
2. Thickness (h); use right scale 
3. Ty/T^ ; use left scale 
4. Thickness; use right scale 
* step size AX = 0.01 km 
• E = 0.6 
e = 1.0 
Fig. 3.24b Thickness and T /T VS. length 
y w 
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Fig. 3.25a Temperature vs. length for the case of Fig. 3.24a 
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Fig. 3.25b Temperature vs. length for the case of Fig. 3.24b 
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IV. SIMILITUDE PROBLEMS 
The ultimate goal of the physical simulation of lava flow is to under­
stand the mechanism of flow via observations of laboratory flows. See the 
similarity of appearances between the flows of largely different scale 
(Fig. 4.1 and 4.2). 
In this chapter, underlying principles of simulation and problems of 
lava flow simulation will be discussed. 
A. Dimensional Analysis, IT Theorem and Modeling 
Very often, the problem to be tackled is so complex that it can 
hardly be formulated by a satisfactory mathematical model. In these cases, 
we have to rely heavily on experimental methods, to establish the essen­
tial physical features of the problem. 
Many phenomena cannot be investigated directly, and therefore we have 
to perform experiments on similar phenomena which are easier to work out. 
These efforts are justified on the basis of dimensional analysis. 
Dimensional analysis is based on two axioms that are inherent in our 
methods of measurement and evaluation of quantities. They are (4l): 
Axiom 1. Absolute numerical equality of quantities may exist only 
when the quantities are similar qualitatively. 
Axiom 2. The ratio of the magnitudes of two like quantities is inde­
pendent of the units in their measurement, provided that 
the same units are used for evaluating each. 
Starting from these axioms, it can be shown that (42) a secondary 
quantity r|, known to be determined by the values of certain, independent 
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primary quantities a, B, y» will take the form 
n = k 3"^ (4.1) 
where k is a constant. 
The exponents n^, ng, n^ can be positive or negative, integral or 
fractional. 
If it is agreed to call a, 3, Y» etc. primary quantities, then the 
exponents n^, n^, n^, ... are, by definition, the dimensions of the secon­
dary quantity n* 
Usually mass, length and time (or force, length, time) are used as 
primary quantities in mechanical systems. 
If the form of an equation does not depend on the fundamental units 
of measurement, the equation is called dimensionally homogeneous. 
It can be proven (42) that, again based on the two axioms stated 
above, a dimensionally homogeneous equation can be reduced to a relation­
ship among a complete set of dimensionless products. 
That is, 
TTl = f ( TTz, TT3, ...) (4.2) 
where IT'S are the dimensionless products made out of the physical variables 
in the way of Eq.(4.1). 
The number of TT terms, expressed rigorously, is equal to the total 
number of variables minus the maximum number of variables that do not form 
a dimensionless product (43). That is, 
s = n-b (4.3) 
where s is the number of ir terms, n is the total number of variables in­
volved, and b is the number of basic dimensions. 
* 
Fig, 4.1 Small "spatter cone" vent of mud volcano about 20 centimeters 
high with extrusion of mud flow at Pocket Basin, Lower Basin, 
Yellowstone National Park, WY (Ref. 2, plate 191B) 
Fig. 4.2a Pahoehoe lava 
Fig. 4.2b A cinder cone (approximately 0.5 km in diameter) with basaltic 
lava spreading from its base. San Francisco Mountains area, 
Coconino County, AZ (Ref. 1:40,41) 
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The theorems stated in Eq.(4.2) and (4.3) are attributed to Bucking­
ham. 
Systematic determination of ir terms can be found in standard text­
books on dimensional analysis (4l, 44, 45). However, we will lean heavily 
on the method of determination by inspection in this study. 
For clear presentation of the analysis, an example problem is dis­
cussed below. (This example was taken from Sedov (46)0 
Suppose that the period of a simple pendulum is not known analytically, 
so we are trying to determine it by experimental procedures. 
Let the period of pendulum T be of the functional form, 
T = f (m, A, g, 0) 
where m is the mass of the pendulum, S, is the length of the pendulum, 
(j) is the amplitude (initial) of oscillation measured in radians, and g 
is gravitational acceleration. 
We will try to form ir terms from the variables listed. 
Dimensions of each of the variables are, 
T = [T] 
m = [M] 
a = [L] 
g = [LT"^] 
(|) = dimensionless 
It can be seen immediately that mass cannot form any dimensionless 
product with any other variable, so we take it out. Then we have four var­
iables in two basic dimensions (L, T). 
Hence, the ir terms would be. 
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TTl = T//&/g 
TTz = <(> 
Therefore, 
T/A7g = f'((p) 
Now the period of T would not change whether the motion starts from 
(j) or - <j) . That is, f ((p) is an even function. Hence, 
f'(<!>) = + Cg*: + , 
If 0 is very small, 
f'(*) = C^. 
Finally, T//A/g = C^. 
Without the aid of dimensional analysis, we would have had to go through 
a long series of experiments (or use Newton's laws of motion) to be able 
to predict the period of a pendulum (for various values of £, (j),- and m) . 
But with the use of dimensional analysis, if the measurement is pre­
cise enough, all we need is just one experiment to calculate C^. 
As can be realized from this example, dimensional analysis allows 
considerable economy of experimental efforts. 
Now, let us turn our attention to the problem of modeling. 
Quite commonly, direct experiment with the system we want to investi­
gate (prototype) Is physically or economically nearly impossible. In 
these cases, we usually employ a scale model similar to the system, and 
investigate the behavior of the model. 
The similarity of the model to the prototype is established by the 
TT theorem. Suppose that dimensional analysis of the system to be inves­
tigated leads us to the form. 
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TTl = f ( TTa, TTa TT^) . 
Let the TT terms of the prototype be written as iTip, ngp, and 
those of the model TTz^, 
The model is called completely similar to the prototype if 
^ip = "^im 
Trap = TTzm 
, "np = "ra. (4-4) 
If the model is completely similar, then the behavior of the model 
accurately predicts the behavior of the prototype. 
However, it is usually not feasible to impose complete similarity in 
a model test. Therefore,it is necessary for the operator of the experi­
ment to investigate the relative importance of the ir terms, so that those 
IT terms which are of secondary importance can be allowed to be distorted. 
If the effects of some TT terms are known a priori, then it is better 
that those terms be distorted, since the effect of distortion can be eval­
uated in this case. 
If distortions are accounted for properly, then the behavior of the 
prototype can be adequately predicted by the behavior of the model. 
B. Physical Variables and IT terms for Lava Flow 
There have been several experimental attempts to simulate lava flows. 
In this section, physical variables and TT terms determined from those var­
iables will be listed, mainly based on previous efforts of Hodgson (47) 
and Womer et al.(48). 
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The variables are; 
fluid density (p) 
gravitational acceleration (g) 
fluid velocity (v) 
characteristic horizontal length (L) 
characteristic vertical length (H) 
all other horizontal lengths 
all other vertical lengths (h^) 
viscosity (y) 
yield strength (T^) 
surface tension (a) 
specific heat (C^) 
thermal conductivity (k) 
temperature (T) 
temperature difference (AT) 
heat transfer coefficient (h^) 
heat of fusion (Qp) 
.pressure (p) 
time (t) 
More variables can be added to the above list. However, we will re­
strict our attention to the variables listed above. 
From the variables above, we can form dimensionless numbers (TT terms), 
most of which are familiar in fluid dynamics and heat transfer. These 
are tabulated in Table 4.1. 
Other dimensionless numbers can be formed by combinations of these ir 
numbers. 
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Table 4.1 Dlmenslonless numbers formed from the variables listed In the 
text (Ref. 48) 
Vertical Geometric Scaling \/H 
Horizontal Geometric Scaling *Ï/L 
Reynolds No. pvH / V 
Froude No. v^ / gH 
Weber No. pv^H / a 
Eckert No. v^/C T 
P 
Prandtl No. HCp/k 
Grashof No. p^ g ATH^/ Ty^ 
Nusselt No. Bht/k 
Euler No. p/pv^ 
Bingham No. V/ y U 
Fusion No. Qp/c T 
p 
Temperature Ratio AT / T 
Dlmenslonless Time tv / L, t^g / L, 
ty / pL^, or tk / pCpH^ 
For example, 
Peclet No. = Reynolds No. x Prandtl No.; 
Capillary No. = Weber Number / Froude No. 
(The importance of the Capillary No. has been realized in §B.4, chapter 
III, for a small rivulet flow.) 
However, the numbers formed by combination of others are not inde-
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pendent. Thus, in order to assure the Independence of ir terms, the de­
rived number should not be included without taking out one of the corre­
sponding numbers which were combined. For example, Weber and Capillary No. 
should not be included in the same list (unless Froude No. is omitted). 
Some of the 14 numbers listed can be disregarded due to physical 
reasoning. 
Radiation and conduction dominate the heat transfer mode for lava 
flows (11, 19), hence we can omit the Nusselt No. (However, if we intend 
to use a heat transfer coefficient that includes radiation, that is, (49), 
h^ = ea(T^ + T^) (T + Tg) 
where denotes the enclosure temperature, then this should not be dis­
carded.) 
For a free surface flow, pressure gradient may not be important, 
since movement of the flow is mainly due to gravity. Thus, Euler No. can 
be discarded. 
Buoyancy may not be important, unless we focus our attention on the 
settling of rocks or the rise of volatiles during the flow. So Grashof 
No. can be taken out. 
In lava flows, thermal energy is much greater than kinetic energy, so 
Eckert No. can also be disregarded. 
Except for very small scale features, surface tension may be ignored. 
It is known that the surface tension will not be important provided 
p g R^ cos 0 /2a » 1 (50:107), where R denotes the radius (or half-width) 
of the channel. 
Even though we can remove these five numbers there still remain 9 
numbers to be considered. This large number of IT terms requires a great 
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deal of work and time to give proper and meaningful evaluations regarding 
the flow morphology. 
For reference purposes, typical magnitudes of the TT terms in Table 
4.1 are given (on certain carbowax runs) in Table 4.2 and 4.3. 
From these figures in Table 4.2 and 4.3, it is quite likely that the 
model will be distorted, even if we do not take into consideration the 
fact that IT terms do vary during the flow process. If that variation is 
considered, the work becomes much more difficult. 
So, in the following section, we attempt to find another approach. 
C. Suggestion of Pseudo-similarity 
If we perform our experiments based on the set of similarity terms 
in Table 4.1, other difficulties of operation (and interpretation) may 
arise in addition to those caused by the large number of ir terms. 
First, in this case velocity is a dependent variable; this differs 
from cases of forced flow where velocity is an independent variable. (For 
example, in incompressible aerodynamics, drag coefficient, C^, is a func­
tion of Reynolds No., i.e. = f(Re).) 
Since the velocity varies during the flow emplacement, a way of ob­
taining typical velocity has to be found. 
Second, if some suitable way of defining characteristic length scale 
is not provided, the length scale may lead to ambiguity of scaling laws. 
Thus, in this study, another simple type of similarity law will be 
derived using the analytical results obtained in Chapter III, and will be 
used as a possible way of approach to the present problem rather than 
using the set of Table 4.1. 
Table 4.2 Magnitudes of various variables (Ref. 48) 
Lunar Lava Terrestrial 
Basic Lava 
Carbowax 4000 
L 1000 cm 2500 cm .25 cm 
V . 
min 
-1 50 cm sec -L 10 cm sec 
-1 
. 3 cm sec 
V 
max 
-1 400 cm sec 
-1 
400 cm sec 
-1 
.3 cm sec 
P 3.0 g cm ^ 2.0 g cm ^ 1.07 g cm ^ 
C 
n 
.2128 cal "c"^ 
-1 -1 
.20 cal g °c 0.55 cal g"^ "c"^ 
r 
k 1 c 1 m" 3 n "1 —1 0 1.5x10 cal cm sec c 
-3 -1 -1 « -1 
7.0x10 cal cm sec c 
-3 -1 -1 « -1 
0.8x10 cal cm sec c 
Qp 
-1 
~100 cal g -200 cal g ^ 43 cal g ^ 
d 300 d cm ^  300 d cm"^ 65 d cm ^ 
y 50 to 1000 poise -100 poise ~1 poise 
1 1000 m 1000 m 1 cm 
H 5000 m 5000 m 5 cm 
h 10 m 25 m 0.05 cm 
S 
_2 167 cm sec 980 cm sec ^ 
_2 980 cm sec 
T 1473 °K 1473 °K 373 °K 
AT 1200 °K 1200 °K 100 "K 
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Table 4.3 Magnitudes of various dimensionless numbers (Ref. 48) 
Lunar Flows Terrestrial Carbowax 4000 & 
Basic Flows 
Width 
Ratio (1/L) 0.20 0.20 0.20 
Depth 
Ratio (h/H) 0.002 0.005 0.01 
Reynolds 
Number (VL*/Y) 
•5x10^ to 
8x10® 
2.5 X10^ to 
1x10® 7 X 10"= 
Froude 
Number (V^/L*g) 
1.5 X 10 = to 
9.9x10"! 
4.1X10 ® to 
6.5x10"= 4x10"® 
Weber 
Number (pV=L*/a) 
2.5x10** to 
1.6x10® 
1.7x10® to 
2.7x10® 4x10 ^  
Nusselt 
Number (h^L*/k) 6.7xlO®(h^) 3.6xlO®(h^) 6xl0®(h^) 
Prandtl 
Number (PYCP/K) 
2.1x10"* to 
4.3x10® 5.7 X10** 7x10= 
Eckert 
Number (V^/CpT) 
8x10"** to 
5.1x10"= 
3.2x10"® to 
5.4x10 = 3 X 10"? 
Fusion 
Number (Qp/C^T) 0.3 0.7 0.2 
Temperature 
Difference (AT/T) 0.8 0.8 0.2 
Grashof * 
Number (gATL ^/Ty^) 
5.4x10? to 
1.4x10® 1.2x10? 4.1 X10= 
Peclet 
Number (pCpVL*/k) 
2.1X10? to 
1.7x10® 
1.4x10® to 
5.7x10? 5.5x10^ 
Dimensionless 
Time (t^^/L*) 1.7xlO"i(t=) 9.8xl0"!(t=) (t=)3.9xl0® 
^Carbowax 4000 values calculated assuming 5X vertical exaggeration on 
test model. 
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This does not mean that we abandon the set of dimensionless numbers. 
Rather, those variables will be recast in the viewpoint of analyticEil 
solutions developed in Chapter III to be combined effectively, so that 
laboratory efforts can be minimized and more proper physical interpreta­
tions can be given. 
Now, let us look at the analytical results obtained earlier, which 
are listed in Table 4.4. 
Table 4.4 Similarity laws for steady. Isothermal flow down an Inclined 
plane* 
Flow type Similarity law 
Newtonian, 
Channel Flow 
2Li 
p g sln0 h^ W 
fa) Section B .2 .a. Chapter III 
Bingham Plastic 
Channel Flow 
aw 
p g sin0 h^ W 
fa. Section B .2 • b. Chapter III 
Newtonian, 
Small Rivulet 
QU 
p g sln0 W '* 
f(a) Section B .4 .a. Chapter III 
Newtonian, 
Wide (Flat) 
Rivulet 
—aji— = 
p g sin 0 Wh® 
1 
3 
Section B .4 .a. Chapter III 
= aspect ratio W/h ; a = contact angle. 
From the Table 4.4, we see that the similarity law for isothermal 
Bingham plastic flow is 
—^ fa, (4J) 
p g sin 0 h^W W 
This can be viewed, in terms of the dimensionless numbers listed in 
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Table 4.1 as follows. 
Firstly, consider the term ^ . Using Q UhW, 
p g sin 0 h^W 
Qw ^ wu ^ ui . y . 1 
p g sin 0 h^W p g sin 0 h^ gh p U h sin 0 
Thus, this term is, in fact, a combination of Froude No., Reynolds 
No., and one of the geometric scales, namely the slope, sin 0 . 
Secondly, the stress ratio can be viewed as Bingham No. by the 
following reasons. 
Approximately, u'V' pgsin0h^/li , which is rearranged as, 
p g sin 0 h 'V' 
Thus, 
Zz = Zzîî. . 
p g sin 0 h pu 
Therefore, the similarity law of Eq.(4.5) is indeed a rational com­
bination of dimensionless numbers of Table 4.1; Reynolds No., Froude No., 
Bingham No., and two geometric scales, i.e., aspect ratio and slope. 
The numbers not included in the law, excluding thermal variables, 
are Weber No. and Euler No. Their omission was justified in the previous 
section. 
However, we need some modification to the law to include non-iso-
thermal effects which are obviously present in actual flow emplacement of 
lava. 
For this purpose, let us consider the flow with single eruption of 
constant extrusion rate for a certain period of time (t ^ = extrusion 
ext 
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time). During the extrusion, the flow front will reach a certain dis­
tance (Lg)» and after the extrusion ceases, the flow will drain down to 
travel further, attaining a final length (L^). We exclude the cases of 
compound flows which develop, several flow units. 
The flow situation being considered is shown schematically in Fig. 
4.3. 
Fig. 4.3 Simplified model for a single flow unit with single eruption 
Now, let the area covered by the flow during extrusion be A^, and 
that covered finally be A^. 
We define the average flow depths (or thicknesses) as follows. 
h^ = Extruded volume/A^ (4.6a) 
hg = Extruded volume/A^ C4.6b) 
If we assume the width of the flow to remain fairly uniform, we have 
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Since the stopping of an isothermal flow is largely controlled by the 
presence of yield strength, we may set 
h^ T 
Hence, the similarity law of Eq.(4.5) can be formulated as 
P g sin ^ 
By introducing the depth ratio — , the similarity law can be ex-
tended to non-isothermal flow cases, if cross-sectional profiles can be 
properly averaged. For this purpose, we employ an area averaging scheme 
for depths, i.e., Eq.(4.6a) and Eq.(4.6b). 
Eq.(4.8a) can be written in other forms, such as 
^ = fo(x , (4.8b) 
p g sin 0 W 4 2' 
^ ( 4 . 8 c )  
*f 
p g sin 6 h** ^ 
The final depth of the flow averaged over its area, h^, is a measure 
of some property that will stop the flow. For example, h^ would be a 
reflection of yield strength for isothermal flow of Bingham material, 
and would be a measure of surface tension for a Newtonian fluid on a small 
scale flow unit. 
Thus, for non-isothermal flow situations with given volume, extru­
sion rate, and width 
I 
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hf 
^ = f(thermal variables including cooling rates). 
e 
However, the similarity law suggested in the form of Eq.(4.8a), Eq. 
(4.8b) and Eq.(4.8c) does not explicitly include thermal properties. 
Therefore, this will be called a pseudo-similarity law. 
One advantage of this law is that it largely utilizes geometric 
terms, which would be of great advantage in interpreting and simulating 
the lava flows on other planets, whose geometry we observe primarily on 
photographs. 
Diseussions of the results relevant to the law obtained from experi­
ments with two different materials will follow in Chapter V. 
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V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS . 
A. Scope of the Present Experiments 
Actual observations of lava flows are difficult to make, and the op­
portunities for making them are quite rare. Accurate measurements of 
physical properties and quantities of real lava flows are even more dif­
ficult and expensive to obtain. It is therefore worthwhile to simulate 
such flows in the laboratory in a controlled manner. 
The use of actual lava in the laboratory flow would be very expen­
sive, if not impossible. Thus»we seek some other material that would be­
have in a similar manner and yet is easy to work with. 
One such material that has been used by previous workers (47, 48) is 
Carbowax (polyethylene glycol compound). Carbowax 4000 and 1000 (grades 
refer to degree of polymerization) solidify at room temperature (melting 
point for 4000 is about 54°C, and that for 1000 is about 37°C). Thus, we 
expect that the mechanism of flow for carbowax extruded above 54°C would 
be at least qualitatively similar to that of lava. 
Hulme (20) used Kaolin suspensions to test his model (see Chapter III, 
Sec. B.4.b). A Kaolin suspension doesn't exhibit cooling characteristics 
like those of lava, but it does have a distinct yield strength. 
In this study, both carbowax 4000 and 1000 and Kaolin suspensions 
were used to study the basic flow down an inclined plane, with constant 
extrusion rates and fixed size circular vent. 
No attempt has been made to simulate any specific geologic event. 
The present experiments are primarily focussed on determining the 
effect of viscosity, slope, and volume flow rate on the flow morphology. 
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a. Plexiglass plate (9" x 45 ") 
b. Recirculation tube (rubber, ID) 
c. Steam supply tube (rubber, ID) 
d. Piston and Cylinder (2-3/16" ID, 6" long) 
e. Recirculating pump and motor 
f. Heat bath (cylinder; 5-5/8" ID, 8" long) 
g. Coming PC-35 hot plate 
Fig. 5.1 Experimental set-up 
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h. Thermometer (Fisher Scientific) for wax temperature 
1. Thermometer (Fisher Scientific) for heat bath water temper­
ature 
j. Steam supply line 
k. Piston axle (threaded) 
1. Driving pulley 
Fig. 5.1 (Cont.) 
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Most of the experiments were carried out with an extruder and sloping 
plate (plexiglass). 
B. Experimental Apparatus and Procedure 
The extruder (Fig. 5.1) was designed to give different extrusion rates 
and volumes using a piston-cylinder arrangement. (It was manufactured by 
E.R.I. Machine Shop, Iowa State University.) 
Displacement and speed of displacement were controlled via a driving 
motor which was connected to the voltage transformer. 
To ensure isothermal conditions up to the vent, hot water of known 
and controlled temperature was circulated from the heat bath (of water) 
to the conduit. Temperature of water in the heat bath was regulated by 
adjusting the input of steam around the bath. 
Temperatures of Carbowax and the heat bath were both monitored using 
thermometers from Fisher Scientific. 
Time of extrusion and time of flow were monitored with stopwatches. 
The same extruder was used for both Carbowax and Kaolin-suspension. 
Using the simple arrangements of extruder and sloping plate, the fol­
lowing series of experiments were carried out. 
i) Series of Carbowax 4000 and 1000 flows (163 runs) for the 
following range of variables. 
Q: 0.3 ^  0.6 cm^/sec 
0; 3 ~ 12* (4000) 
0; 3 ~ 5° (1000) 
T; 75 'v, 90°C (4000) 
T: 55 ~ 75°C (1000) 
Volumes; 25 cm^, 50 cm'. 
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11) Series of Kaolin suspension flows (38 runs). 
Q: 0.45 ^  0.67 cm^/sec 
T : 16.0 ^  74 dyne/cm^ y 
y: 2.6 ^  9.3 dyne-sec/cm^ 
0: 5 ~ 20° 
Volume: 25 cm' 
111) Channelized flows of Carbowax 4000 and 1000 flows (13 runs). 
Q: 0.54 0.56 cm'/sec 
0: 2.5 3.5° 
T: 60 - 80°C 
Volume ; 25 cm' 
Iv) Channelized flows of Kaolin suspension (9 runs). 
Q: 0.56 cm'/sec 
Ty: 38, 82 dyne/cm^ 
0: 5 ~ 20° 
Channel width: 1 ^  2 cm 
y; 4,2, 12.7 dyne-sec/cmf 
Volume: 25 cm' 
v) Carbowax 4000 flows with heated plate (15 runs) 
Q: 1.2-3.8 cm'/sec 
0: 2.5-7° 
T: 56 - 90°C 
Volume : 35 - 100 cm' 
For Kaolin suspension, viscosity and yield strength were measured 
using a Brookfield synchrolectric L.V.F. type viscometer (Fig. 5.2). 
Carbowax was first melted and heated to the desired temperature, then 
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CONSTRUCTION 
DETAILS 
OF TYPICAL 4-SPEED 
. VISCOMETER 
rm 
TOTMIY EHCUBEO • M" 
MECHANISM V ' m 
CLUTCH ItVFR SYNCHROMUS 
MOICf) QUICK CHANGE 
SPEED MlOB PRECISION 
GEARINC 
REtnVABLE HANDLE 
NON-MAGNETIC 
POINTER 
ON OFF 
swncH CLUTCH LEVER 
T 
All ALUMINUM 
CASE 
rT-
NON-MAGNETIC 
POINTER 
BEmilUM COPPER 
QUIOt CHANCE 
SPEED KNOB 
TORQUE UNIT 
•SPItOLE 
COUPIING 
SPINOLE 
GUARD (USUALLY 
"REMOVABLE) 
Fig" 5.2 Brookfield Synchro-Letric Viscometer 
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Fig. 5.3 Honeywell5-Channel Recorder 
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poured into the cylinder which was preheated by the heat bath, and finally 
extruded onto the sloping plate of known angle. 
For flows on the heated plate, the temperature of the plate 
and that of the Carbowax 4000 were monitored by C^-AZ thermocouples 
attached to a 5-channel Honeywell recorder (Fig. 5.3) which was calibrated 
for these thermocouples. 
For most Carbowax 4000 flows (sheet flows or rivulet flows), 2 or 3 
runs were made under the same conditions to ensure repeatability. 
Collected data appear in Appendix, sections A through E. 
C. Experimental Results 
Before discussing experimental results, definition of volume flow 
rate Q will be discussed to prevent possible confusion. Flow rate Q used 
in Chapter III is defined by 
Q = u • cross-sectional area, 
av 
where u^^ is the bulk velocity avareaged over the cross-sectional area. 
However, if we want to use Q defined above in the experiment, Q would be 
different station-by-station along the flow. To avoid this problem, Q will 
be used as extrusion rate, which is constant in the present study. If 
necessary, this will be denoted as Q^, whereas the flow rate of the former 
definition will be denoted as Q^. The difference between these two is 
shown schematically in Fig. 5.4 for a flow. 
1. Results of Carbowax 4000 and 1000 flows (henceforth referred to as 
C-4000, C-1000) 
In this section, results of C-4000 and C-1000 runs (rivulet flows or 
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sheet flows) will be discussed. 
Viscosity and density variations with temperature are shown in Fig. 
5.5 and Fig. 5.6. 
Thermal conductivity of Carbowax can be calculated from the equation 
developed by Sheffy and Johnson cited by Thieling (51); 
^ ^  (4.66x10"^) II-0.00126(T-Tm)] 
where T is the temperature in question In degrees Kelvin, Tm is the melting 
point in degrees Kelvin, M is molecular weight. Conductivity is expressed 
in cal/(cm)(sec)(°k). Molecular weight of C-4000 ranges from 3000 to 3700 
and that of C-1000 ranges from 950 to 1050. Average liquid specific heat 
for C-4000 is 0.55 cal/g°C and that for C-1000 is 0.54 cal/g°C. (52) 
(Tm' 0.216 „0.300' I M ') 
Q 
Qe 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
Fig. 5.4 Qg and j is approximately a step function, whereas 0 
is not 
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Fig. 5.5 Kinematic viscosity of polyethylene glycols (Ref. 52) 
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Fig. 5.6 Liquid densities of aqueous solutions of liquid and solid poly­
ethylene glycols 
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a. Flow profile and emplacement Typical cross-sectional profiles 
of C-4000 flows are shown in Fig. 5.7. Apparently cooled levees developed 
near the vent and extended only to a certain distance (about 30 cm in the 
figure). Increase of flow thickness is evidently an indication of cooling. 
The movement of the flow front became slower as the flow proceeded. 
(For example, about one minute was taken for the flow front to reach 40 cm 
(from the vent), whereas about three minutes was taken to reach 64 cm.) 
C-4000 flows become narrower as drainage occurs, whereas C-1000 flows 
become slightly wider (or maintain the same width). 
This may be due to the effect of cooling. Cooling rates may be ap­
proximately the same for both cases, since the external conditions are 
almost alike and conductivities of both materials are about the same mag­
nitude. Because the fusion temperature of C-1000 is much lower (37°C) 
than that of C-4000 (54°C), cooling effects for the C-1000 flow would be 
relatively insignificant compared to those with C-4000 flows as long as 
the experiment is conducted under room temperature conditions. 
Thus in the draining stage, the C-1000 flow will have a greater quanti­
ty of liquid that can drain effectively than the C-4000 flow. (Note the 
viscosity of C-1000 and that of C-4000 differ by an order of magnitude.) 
Combined with the effect of surface tension (for normal liquid, sur­
face tension increases as it cools), this will make the difference in width 
variation. (Of course, this will be true only for experimental conditions 
similar to the present study.) 
Sequential photos of the emplacement of another flow are shown in Fig. 
5.8. Note the relatively uniform width along the length. 
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Cross-sectional Distance 
Profile from the vent 
—• 2 cm 
•" •  10 " 
20 " 
30 " 
Extrusion stopped 
when the flow — 4O » 
front reached 
about this distance 
50 " 
Material: Carbowax 4000 
Initial Temperature: 80°C 
Slope: 5° 
Total Volume: 24.86 cm^ 
Volume flow rate: 0.44 cm^/sec. 
Fig. 5.7 Typical cross-sectional profile of Carbowax 4000 flow 
I ' 
Fig. 5.8 Sequential photos of a flow of Carbowax 4000 * 
I 
t — 52 sec. ' t = 71 sec. 
Fig 
I 
Experimental Conditions 
H 
H 
Vol.: 26.7 an^ 
Q; 0.47 cm^/sec. 
Extrusion Temperature: 80°C 
Slope : 7° 
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In the flow of Fig. 5.7, width varied considerably with distance, 
whereas in the flow of Fig. 5.8, width varied very little. This difference 
in width variation mainly comes from the differences in slope. 
Sawdust was placed on the flow to help visualize the velocity profile. 
Note the parabolic shape of the velocity profiles, as well as the two dif­
ferent velocity profiles (marked as Arrow 1 and Arrow 2), which suggest the 
downstream increase in viscosity. 
b. Effect of y, 6, Q and volume on length One fundamental way of 
investigating the dependency of one variable on another is to directly 
compare the measurement of one dependent variable with one independent 
variable while keeping all other independent variables constant. 
Fig. 5.9 shows the effect of viscosity on length of the flow. The 
slope of the line on the figure is approximately -0.33. This suggests that 
length varies as 
L a v-0'33 
Justification for this exponent is as follows: for an isothermal case 
and for large aspect ratio flows, velocity u^^ behaves as (Eq.3.13), 
u 
^ p g sin 9 h^ 
av 
and thickness varies as (Eq.3.12) 
Thus, 
(pRsin8)l/3(Q/W)2/3 
If values of Q/W have little variation, for fixed slope 
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Fig. 5.9 Length versus kinematic viscosity for Carbowax flows 
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Fig. 5.10 Length vs. slope 
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Fig. 5.11 Length vs. volume flow rate 
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"av " 
Hence, length of extrusion may vary as 
for fixed volume. (Since is held constant, extrusion times for these 
cases are the same.) 
Since the cooling effects would be nearly alike for the flow condi­
tions of Fig. 5.9, Eq.(5.1) suggests that the final length, L^, behaves 
as 
Lf ot Lg . 
The analyses made so far are based on isothermal, steady flow condi­
tions. But this should not be regarded as justifying the use of the ana­
lytic equation for the overall flow, since only proportionality character­
istic has been used for discussion. Note that Fig. 5.9 can also be inter­
preted as Temperature vs. length relation, since viscosity varies as tem­
perature (see Fig. 5.5). 
Fig. 5.10 shows the length dependency on slope. For fixed conditions, 
length varies in almost direct proportion to the slope. 
Fig. 5.11 shows the effect of extrusion rate on length of the flow. 
Length increases as volume flow rate, as has been observed by Walker (8) 
on actual lava flows. 
In Table 5.1, some flow data for two groups of C-4000 flows are tab­
ulated. Since the conditions of operation are slightly different for the 
two different groups A and B except volumes we can see the length depend--
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Table 5.1 Length data for some C-4000 flows 
Length(cm) Vol.(cm®) (cm®/sec) Text(°C) Slope(deg) 
76.9 
A 74.7 
79.5 
49.7 
49.7 
49.7 
0.46 
0.46 
0.46 
86 
86 
86 
5 
5 
5 
51.2 24.9 
24.9 
24.9 
0.51 85 
85 
85 
5 
B 53.8 0.51 5 
5 53.5 0.51 
ency on volume, at least qualitatively. 
Though it is not strictly correct to deduce quantitative relations 
from only two different sets of data, the proportionality obtained from 
the data above is (for comparison purposes) 
Hodgson (46) reported the exponent (from his carbowax data) to be 
0.382 + 0.136. 
Malin (9) correlated lengths and volumes for actual lava flows in 
Hawaii as 
and reported a to be 0.55+0.03. 
The agreement in exponents appears excellent, although it could be 
coincidental. 
From the data of groups A and B, it can be seen that the repeatability 
of this experiment is reasonable. 
Ï 1 
L a (Vol.)" 
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c. Further discussion In Fig. 5.12, values of ^ are 
g sin GWh^ 
plotted versus time taken by various flows to reach a certain distance 
(< L^), 23 cm, from the vent. 
For the calculation of h^, the averaging scheme, Eq.(4.5a), was used. 
Width W was calculated by 
" " Length * 
For y, viscosity at extrusion (Extrusion Temp., was used. As can be 
seen clearly from the figure, the scatter of data points is wide, which 
may suggest the effect of cooling and unsteadiness of the flow. From the 
0 V figure we can note the tendency for the values of ' to decrease 
g sin 0 h^ W 
with time, that is they get smaller for slower flows. 
Since initial viscosities were used for the calculations, for the slow 
flows, this viscosity must be lower than the actual (averaged) value. 
An effective averaging scheme for viscosity or a suitable way of 
providing the proper distances (so that the measurements can be taken con­
sistently), which may result in a better correlation, has not been found. 
The scatter may also suggest the unsteadiness of the flow near the 
vent. 
It is tempting to predict the location of flow front as a function of 
elapsed time referenced to starting of extrusion. Since the thermal prop­
erties are important in the cooling process, which is important in length 
development as discussed in Section B.7, Chapter III, we employ a time 
scale based on thermal properties. 
That is. 
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t 
ref k 
For length scale, Z, we choose the scale based on extrusion rate Q as 
which is the depth of 2-d flow, reflecting flow dynamics. 
In Fig. 5.13, length traversed by the flow front vs. elapsed time is 
plotted for several different flows of various conditions except volume 
(volume is fixed). 
By the arrangements of variables as in Fig. 5.13, the data collapsed 
roughly onto a single curve, but the effect of variable T/Tp can be noticed. 
Decrease in slope of the curve marked by 'a' reflects some late stage 
of draining. In the figure, lengths and times were taken up to a somewhat 
earlier stage of draining (hence Q = Q^), and do not include the data of 
the final stage of draining, where the motion is so sluggish. 
For a specific flow, t^^g and sin 0 would be the same. Thus, if 
width varies only slightly, we have 
Inspired by the observation discussed above, least square regression 
was tried for the dimensionless number set , Pr, T/T^ , sin 6, 
t^^^ / t^^g calculated from the data in Appendix, section A. 
Pr is the Prandtl number, 2^ and t^^^ are reference length and time 
scale as defined in the previous discussion. 
The result is shown in Fig. 5.14. The temperature ratio, T/T^, where 
T is the extrusion temperature, contributes strongly to the thickness ratio 
Ld = Length/Ir 
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Since can be interpreted as initial flow thickness, the above re­
lation can be interpreted as follows. 
If the extrusion temperature, is slightly higher than fusion 
temperature, T^, then the thickness of the final flow and initial flow 
thickness would be about the same, since T^./T'^'l. That is, the flow will 
cease as soon as extrusion ceases. 
As increases, h^/A^ decreases, since the flow would have more 
(thermal) potential to drain out a further distance. 
The weak dependence of the ratio on sin 0 suggests that the slope may 
already be properly accounted for in the reference length scale, 
The weak dependence of the ratio on the Prandtl number may be due to 
the relatively small range of prandtl number (4.7x10^ ^  7.0x10^ for 
C-4000 flows, and 0.8x10^ 1.8x10^ for C-1000 flows) or the effect 
may have been reflected already in temperature ratio T/T , since both con-
F 
ductivity and viscosity are temperature dependent. However, for the pres­
ent it is not clear. 
Several flows of Carbowax 4000 and 1000 were made on a sloping chan­
nel, but the comparison will be given later. The channel flows flowed 
much longer than sheet flows, hence the slope has to be restricted up to 
3.5° even at relatively low extrusion temperatures under the same condi­
tions of sheet flows. 
2. Results of C-4000 flows on a sloping heated plate 
The C-4000 and C-1000 flows discussed in previous sections did not 
produce surface textures similar to those of actual lava flows. 
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The differences probably came from the difference in cooling mechan­
ism, and from scale effects. 
In an actual lava flow, the main modes of cooling are radiation and 
conduction, with radiation slightly dominating conduction (11, 40). Fur­
thermore, the flow is thick enough that the top portion may not feel the 
presence of the cold bottom during the course of flow. 
In the experimental flows of C-4000 and C-1000, the main cooling 
mechanism is conduction to the bottom. Since the flow is thin, (final 
flow thickness ranges 0.5^ 2mm) conductive heat loss dominates the whole 
thickness. This is clear if we consider the diffusion time scale, t^. 
Time scale for a C-4000 flow of thickness of order of a 'mm' is of 
the order of a minute, whereas that of a basalt flow of thickness of order 
of a 'm' is of order of a hundred hours. 
Therefore, to obtain the similar surface textures in Carbowax flow, 
it is necessary to prevent conductive heat loss to the plate. An easy 
way of achieving this is to heat the plate. Fifteen flows were made using 
the arrangement shown in Fig. 5.15. 
The data obtained and experimental conditions are in § B, Appendix. 
One distinct difference is that, for the heated plate, the flow length 
is much longer than for the cold plate, as can be seen from Fig. 5.15. 
However, the difference in length became smaller as the slope of the 
plate increased (for fixed heated plate temperature). 
The expected surface textural differences were obtained and varied 
according to the temperature of the plate. 
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1: transite plate 
2: densely wired (22 gauge wire) sheet for heat source 
3: Cp - A1 thermocouple for plate temperature 
Fig. 5.15 Arrangements for heated plate flow and comparison of flow down 
a cold plate (c) and flow down a heated plate (H) 
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Typical surface textures of flow on cold plate and that of heated 
plate are compared in Fig. 5.16. More textural variations are shown in 
the next few pages. 
3. Results of Kaolin-suspension flows 
Mixing of small size solid particles (0-50 y m) with a Newtonian fluid 
approximately yields a Bingham plastic fluid. 
For example, the following empirical equations can be used for esti­
mation of yield strength and viscosity (50). 
where is given in N/m^ , in y m. 
In the above equation, (() is volume fraction of solids, is particle di­
ameter, Pg is viscosity of the Newtonian fluid in which the particles are 
suspended. 
As has been mentioned earlier. Kaolin suspension was used for some of 
the experiments. To minimize settling during the experiment. Kaolin col­
loidal powder (Fisher Scientific) was chosen. 
a. Measurement of viscosity and yield strength Instead of using 
equations (5.1), viscosity and yield strength were measured directly using 
a Brookfield Synchro-Lectric Viscometer (Fig. 5.2). 
It was noted that the viscosity and yield strength for the Kaolin 
suspensions changed after a long time span (1 or 2 days); hence, measure­
ments were taken before for almost every experiment. 
Ty = 312.5 
<j): (5.1) 
P 
Surface texture of a flow on cold (room temp.) plate 
Surface texture of a flow on heated plate 
(Taken from R 13-H; = 81°C, 0=5°, Q = 1.15 cc/sec. 
Vate = 44°C, Vol. = 51.6 cc) 
Fig. 5.16 Comparison of surface textures 
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Thin solidified crusts (marked by dark arrow) develop and grow 
(a and b). Some portions are torn by the stream and float down­
stream, piling up, and increasing in thickness (c). Fig. b is a 
closer view of Fig. a at a later time. Arrow 1 marks the same 
location of the flow. (Flow conditions: T _ = 88°C, T = 
ext plate 
41°C, 0 = 6°, Q = 1.77 cc/sec., vol. = 62 cc.) 
Fig. 5.17 Sequential photos of rough surface formation (R9-H) 
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Final solidified form of surface texture is shown in Fig. 5.16b. 
(Center of Fig. 5.16b corresponds to the location marked by arrow. 
Flow conditions are given in Fig. 5.16b. The similarity in sur­
face texture and flow profile between this figure and Fig. 5.17c 
indicates repeatability of experiment. 
Fig. 5.18 Surface texture of late stage of flow (R13-H) 
a b 
Piled-up crusts act as barriers, thus the flow widens while part 
of the liquid drains and advances further (Arrow 2) Fig. b is a 
solidified form of the portion (Arrow 1) in a. (Flow conditions: 
= 90°C, T = 45°C, 0 = 4", Q = 3.75 cc/sec., vol. = 93cc.) 
Fig. 5.19 Surface texture showing width increase (RIO-H) 
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The very smooth surface texture developed in this flow is due to 
higher plate temperature. Flow essentially proceeded all the way 
down, and at very late stage, a crust started to develop (from 
around the end point of the long arrow). Thus, practically no 
crusts jumbled together, resulting in a very smooth skin (bright 
portion in the figure). Note the snout (dark arrow) that drained 
out from the front of the main body of the flow and had lower 
relief. (Flow conditions: T . = 88°C, T _ . = 48°C, = 2°, 
ext plate 
Q = 2.4 cc/sec., vol. = 108 cc.) 
Fig. 5.20 Very smooth surface texture (Rll-H) 
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Since the commercially available spindles of L.V.F. type viscometer 
were not suitable for the measurements of Kaolin suspension, two cylindri­
cal spindles (diameter ~ 0,5 cm, and 1 cm, length = 7 cm) were made out of 
Aluminum. 
Yield strength and viscosity were measured by the following method 
(52), using a cylindrical spindle. 
The yield value can be directly determined with a cylindrical spindle 
whose length is several times greater than its diameter.. 
The spindle is revolved and the motor is stopped after freezing 
the pointer. Then the clutch is released to free the pointer which is ob­
served while coming to rest. 
If the fluid has a yield value, the pointer will not return to zero. 
In order to avoid overshooting the yield value due to the inertia of the 
spindle as driven by the uncoiling spring of the viscometer, the pointer 
need be stopped before it comes to rest. This is done by depressing the 
clutch several scale units above the point where the yield value was found 
in a previous reading, and then releasing the clutch to allow the pointer 
to move only a few scale units before stopping. 
The yield strength of the fluid can then be calculated as (53), 
= fîlî-scaÎfLading ^ ^ yne-cm torque for full scale (.5.2) 
Ty = M/ (2 TT R(h +h^)R) in dynes/cm^ (5.3) 
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In the above equations, 
M: torque 
h: height of the spindle Immersed 
h^: the end effect height 
R; radius of the spindle. 
Since is known, viscosity can be obtained from the plot of stress 
vs. rate of strain. 
Stress at the surface of a bob (cylindrical spindle) of radius is 
given by 
T^ = M/2TrR^h (5.4) 
and Ty = M/2TrR^h (5.5) 
where R is critical radius. 
c 
From Eq.(5.4) and (5.5), 
/T 
h 
(5.6) 
Strain rate can be expressed in terms of T^/ as (52:65) 
dv _ (5.7) 
dr - Ty) -Tyiln (T^/Ty) 
The plot of vs. - ^  will give viscosity. 
In this experiment, the end effect height was neglected. The bob was 
immersed to a depth of around 5 cm. The bob of 0.5 cm diameter was used 
most of the time, and a 600 ml pyrex beaker was used as a cup. The vis­
cometer spindle guard was removed during the experiment. For all cases, 
the distance from the bottom of the cup to the end of the bob was greater 
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than 3 cm. 
Measurements were carried out two or three times and yield values were 
averaged. 
Using Eq.(5.7), strain rates were calculated and viscosities were ob­
tained by least square fit to the data (rate of strain vs. stress) with 
fixed yield strength. 
That is, 
where Y denotes strain rate. 
Typical data so obtained are shown in Fig. 5.21, 
Experiments were carried out in the same manner as the carbowax cases. 
b. Flow emplacement and discussion Typical final flow profiles 
are shown in Fig. 5.22. The profiles look similar to those of carbowax 
flows, but the details are different. For example, flow thickness increased 
considerably down stream in carbowax flows but such an increase is not 
apparent in Kaolin flows. 
In Kaolin flow of high yield strength, if the slope is low, the flow 
produced a dome, in which thickness decreases down stream from the vent. 
The differences between Kaolin and Carbowax flows must have resulted 
from the very fundamental difference in fluid properties and processes. 
One is isothermal and the other is not. 
Length dependence on yield strength and slope are shown in Fig. 5.23. 
As expected, the lower the strength the longer the flow (for fixed volume). 
For flows of same yield strength, the effect of slope is very apparent 
as seen in the figure, which can also be realized in Fig. 5.22. 
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200 
ry= 53.6 
M = 9.03 dy"— 100 
o 
(b) 
fl=2.S6 «'yn*-»«/em3t 
dv 1 
dr , / 
FIr. 5.2la Yield strength and viscosity of Kaolin suspension for K-19 run 
Fig. 5.21b Yield strength and viscosity of Kaolin suspension for K-6 run 
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a. Flow K-11 (Flow conditions: Q = 0.674 cc/sec., 6 = 5°, T 
15.6 dyne/cm^, p = 3.79 dyne-sec/cm^, p = 1.68 g/cm^, ^ 
vol. = 24.28 cc.) 
b. Flow K-12 (except slope (0 = 8°), other conditions are same 
as K-11) 
Fig. 5.22 Typical profiles of Kaolin suspension flows 
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Fig, 5.23 Length vs. yield strength for Kaolin flows 
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Flow C-K3P (Flow conditions: Q = 0.57 cc/sec., p = 1.72 
g/cc, y = 12.67 dyne-sec/cm^, = 81.88 dyne/cm^, channel 
width = 1.5 cm, 0 = 20°, § E, Appendix) 
Flow C-KIW (Flow conditions: 6 = 12°, W = 2 cm, other con­
ditions same as above) 
Flow C-K2W (Flow conditions: W = 1 cm, other conditions 
same as C-KIW) 
Flow C-KIW 
Fig. 5.24 Rectangular channel flows of Kaolin suspension 
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The effect of slope was still apparent in channel flows, as can be 
seen in flow 'a' and 'b' in Fig. 5.24. Plow length of 'b' is about 26 cm 
and that of 'a' is about 57 cm. 
Flow *c' and 'd' in the same figure compare the length and flow pro­
file of flows of different channel widths on the same slope. The channel 
width of 'c' is 1 cm and that of 'd' is 2 cm. But the final flow lengths 
are about the same. (In carbowax cases, lengths were much different, for 
example: 67 cm for W - 2 cm ( C-C5W ) and 94.5 cm for W - 1cm C C-C6W ).) 
This is not going to be the case for all flows of Kaolin. If Kaolin 
suspensions of much lower yield strength were used, lengths of the flows 
might be considerably different for different width channels. 
Thickness (or depth) of flow 'c' gradually decreases with distance, 
so that the cross -section (along distance) would look similar to that of 
a shield, whereas for flow 'd', thickness is almost uniform. 
It has been suggested in Chapter III, that the yield strength be es­
timated by the equation (3.40), • 
"^ y = IXITI Sine h^  . 
Actual data from the laboratory flows are plotted In Fig. 5.25. The final 
flow thicknesses (h^) were calculated by 
h = Vol" 
f Area 
as in Carbowax cases. 
For Hulme's data, measured levee depths (Çs) were used for h^. 
From the figure, we can note the trend that the dimensionless yield 
strength increases as yield strength increases for fixed aspect ratio. 
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which would not be the case If yield strength is the most important vari­
able in forming the final dimensions of the flow. 
In stopping the flow of an isothermal Newtonian Fluid on a smooth 
sloping surface, surface tension would be the most significant variable. 
Thus, from the figure, we can conjecture that surface tension should have 
played a considerable role in stopping the flow in addition to yield 
strength. 
T a 
From Ty and a, we can form a dimensionless number, —^ , where H is 
some characteristic length. Let us define the length scale, 2^, as 
*R -ir; (S'9) 
Then the dimensionless number can be expressed as . 
As yield strength increases, the length scale H decreases. Further, 
other molecules in water usually lower the surface tension (54). 
In this respect, should decrease very fast as increases in 
Kaolin suspension. Thus, the ratio should increase much faster, the 
magnitude of which would be a measure of relative importance of surface 
tension to yield strength. 
Since surface tensions were not measured, the magnitude of Z / 
could not be estimated. (Surface tension of water is 73 dyne/cm.) 
For higher yield strength flows, the results seem to agree fairly 
well with Eq.(3.40). 
Based on the discussions, C-4000 flow cross-sections of Fig. 5.6 can 
also be interpreted as a flow of gradually increasing yield strength char­
acteristics. However, no attempts have been made to calculate 'effective' 
yield strengths along the flow emplacement. 
Eq.(3.40) 
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Fig. 5.25 Dimensionless yield strength vs. aspect ratio 
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Comparison of approximate theory of § B.2.b, Chapter III and experi­
mental data are shown in Fig. 5.26. 
For the present study, variables h^ and W were calculated from 
h = val' 
* Aaat ' 
For laboratory channel flow,W is given by the channel width. For both 
cases, Qg (extrusion) was used for Q. 
For Hulme's data h^ was calculated according to his equation (20: 
Eq.30) from measured levee height, Q was calculated from the variable 
F, which was calculated from the velocity measurement, which was measured 
some distance from the vent to ensure steadiness. 
As can be seen from the figure, data points of the present study 
(rivulet flows) lie above the theoretical curves. This may be due to 
errors involved in calculation of h and W. Channel flow data and Hulme's 
e 
data fit favorably to the curves. In channel flow data. Wis given by the 
configuration, and in Hulme's data, 0 and geometric lengths have been 
measured at certain cross-sections. 
The lava data points fit to 2-dimensional curve (A = ®°), even in the 
case of low aspect ratio flows. 
It seems likely that some flow properties determined from full-scale 
observations might have been erroneously based on 2-dimensional theory. 
4. Comparison of Carbowax and Kaolin Data 
In this section, Carbowax and Kaolin flow data are compared on the 
basis of the suggested pseudo similarity of § C, Chapter IV. 
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Fig. 5.26 Comparison of theory (§B.2.b, Chapter III) and experimental 
data for Bingham plastic fluid flow 
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As has been mentioned in the previous section, Carbowax flows and 
Kaolin flows are fundamentally different in their thermal and mechanical 
nature. Due to differences, flow dynamics are different as well. 
However, if a pseudo-similarity law is used, these two flows can be 
broadly compared. We take the similarity form of Eq.(4.8c) for the basis 
of comparison. 
The results are shown in Fig. 5.27a, b, and c. Fig. 5.27 a and b 
are plotted separately for convenience. Fig. 5.27 c is basically the same 
plot as Fig. 5.27 a and b except that the abscissa variable is h^/h^ in­
stead of X. 
From these figures, the following observations can be made. 
1) Aspect ratio (W/h^) increases with almost direct proportion­
ality as (henceforth referred to as Dimérisibnléss 
g sin0 h^** 
extrusion rate) Increases for fixed h^/h^. 
11) h^/h^ decreases as Dimensionless extrusion rate Increases 
for any given aspect ratio. (See Fig. 5.27c) 
ill) Noting the slopes on log-log plot for the two different ma­
terials (Fig. 5.26c), we see that for Kaolin suspensions, the 
slope is much steeper than for Carbowax case. This may be 
due to cooling characteristics. That is, non-isothermal proc­
ess (cooling) moderated the slope. If variables such as 
Q, V, h^ were measured locally (i.e., station by station) 
and plotted, the slope should be steeper. For example, con­
sider the flow cross-section of C-4000 (Fig. 5.7). Q would 
be equal to rate of extrusion near the vent, and h^ would be 
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much greater than h^ (final flow depth near vent) and hence 
h,/h would be very small, and would be very 
® gsinGhj-
very high. Now consider the cross-section far from the vent 
(distance greater than L^). In this case, the actual volume 
flow rate would be smaller than extrusion rate (drained by 
gravity without supply), and h^ would be much higher than 
that near the vent. Hence,h^/h^ would Increase very much 
whereas would be much smaller. Thus, the results 
g sin 0 hg"* 
will produce very steep slopes. 
iv) As can be seen from Fig. 5.6a and b, sheet flow can be viewed 
as a type of channel flow, which can also be realized from 
the previous section (Fig. 5.25 and 5.26). 
v) The discrepancies in the data from the present study and from 
Hulme's may be due to evaluation of 0. For the present case, 
Q = Qg, and for Hulme's case Q = (See Fig. 5.4), as has 
been discussed previously. 
vi) For compound flows, (see Fig. 5.6c), the trend discussed in 
1) and 11) may not apply. These cases may have to be studied 
separately from single unit flows. Qualitatively, compound 
flows would be produced by fairly large volume flows with 
low extrusion rate (thus, low Dimensionless extrusion rate, 
low hg/hg). 
The tendencies written in 1) and 11) can be anticipated from the 2-dl-
menslonal equation of Bingham material (Eq.(3.22)), which Is 
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—^—iFi 1 
pgsinewh^ ^ |_ J 
T 
It is reasonable to set ~ = f(A, h^/h ) 
W ' ® 
Then the above expression can bç written as 
' i w > 
which expresses the observations of i) and ii). Thus, we see that the rel­
atively simple equation can be extended by introducing the average thick­
ness h^ over area. 
However, one point that should not be overlooked is the differences 
between the Carbowax and Kaolin suspension. Let us assume that we want to 
simulate Kaolin suspension flows by Carbowax 4000. Let the geometric scale 
factor be 1. Suppose we used same volume, and same extrusion rate, and 
same kinematic viscosity (initial viscosity for C-4000) as those of Kaolin 
suspension. For given h^/h^, (0.4 < h^/h^ < 0.7), carbowax will produce 
about twice as large aspect ratio as Kaolin. (Strictly speaking, this 
is only true when the aspect ratio of Kaolin suspension is around 20.) 
Thus, for the same final thickness (h^), and for the same volume, the 
length of C-4000 flow will be only half as long as the Kaolin flows. 
The above analysis looks a bit trivial, but it does introduce the im­
portant idea of 'distortion' (geometric). 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
A. General Discussion 
As has been mentioned quite often, ultimately the goals of a simili­
tude study are to understand every important aspect of the phenomena being 
investigated, and to predict the behavior as closely as possible using 
scaled model experiments. 
As has been discussed in Chapter IV, achievement of complete similar­
ity is nearly impossible. Furthermore, the variables do not include prop­
erty dependencies on temperature, such as b in 
y = PQ exp (b/T), 
and yield strength variation versus temperature, which may be very impor­
tant. It was hoped, in this study, that the length h^ would reflect com­
bined effects of all significant variables. 
However, it is probably overly optimistic to conclude that pseudo-
similarity will allow us to closely relate Carbowax results to lava flows. 
It is quite possible that the results plotted in Fig. 5.27a, b, and 
c would look different if some other material were used which solidified 
as it cooled. 
If a certain set of materials of known properties are chosen, for 
which a wide range of values for each significant dimensionless parameter 
can be obtained, then we can carry out experiments, and results of these 
can be compared and combined to give quantitative information on the simi­
larity law. From this information, we can derive fairly accurate similar­
ity principles and predictive equations for lava flow. 
However, for the reasons stated above, at the present time, the infor­
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mation given in Fig. 5.27 must remain as the basis for qualitative under­
standing of lava flow. 
B. Scaling Problems 
1. Extrusion rate (Q^,) scaling 
Let us assume that the Carbowax flows properly simulate lava flows. 
Then what would be the scaling relations? For lava flow on a fairly uni­
form slope, the discussions provided in Chapter V for Carbowax flow would 
be fairly accurate, and even be able to provide quantitative evaluations. 
Let us consider a more complex geological modeling problem, where average 
slope may be defined. 
The similarity law is Eq.(4.8c) 
or 
Hence, we require 
(6.1) 
g sin 0 h J* / ' g sin 0 h/ ' 
X m t p 
^ \ = ( av \ 
I ^ e   J*
(6 .2 )  
(6.3) 
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Now let us set the scale factor to be n. Though we can choose any 
scale factor at will, if we maintain the view that the final depth is a 
measure of the averaged yield strength T^, then scale factor n should be 
chosen as 
Then, 
and 
2. Velocity scaling 
In the discussions in previous chapters, Q has been used in two ways, 
that is Qg and Q^. If it is used as Q^, extrusion rate, we imply that 
geometric variables are dependent variables on Q„. If it is.used as Q , 
we imply that the cross-sectional geometry determines the flow rate. 
Hence,velocity scale will be provided on the basis of the latter view 
point. 
Since Q = u • cross-sectional area, we have 
u av 
^"av)p (gsln0)p (h^)^ (Cross-sectional Area)^ ^ 
(u ) ~ (g sin 6) (h%) (Cross-sectional Area) Vp 
a V m m IT m p 
Vp (g sin 0)^ 
( T  1 
n = ^ y/pgsinQJp 
y/p g sin 0 )m 
Wp = " • Wm 
% Vp (g sin 8) 
m 
(Vol.) = n^ • (Vol.) 
p m 
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Note that the Froude law (Hodgson (47)) results in 
u 
Thus, the suggested similarity law of the present study adds viscous 
correction to the Froude law. 
C. Application of the Channel Flow Theory 
The channel flow theory of Kozicki et al., introduced in §B.2.b, 
Chapter III, may be applicable to the field study as a better approxima­
tion than the simple two-dimensional flow theory. 
Suppose that the geometry of lava flow such as flow thickness, levee 
height and width is available. 
Then, the yield strength may be estimated by (§B.3, Chapter III) 
may be used for various purposes, depending on which variables need to 
be estimated and which variables are known. 
The two equations written above are more favorable than the two-
dimensional equations which have been used often previously, for example, 
by Moore et al.(21). 
Also, the bulk velocity equation (Eq.(3.27)), 
2U "^0 r  - 1  
[ a+b b ^ b(a + b) 
D. Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Study 
i) In addition to the discussions of previous sections B and C, the 
155a 
analysis provided throughout the text (mainly Chapter III and V) will be 
beneficial to interpretation and understanding of lava flow rheology, and 
should be also applicable to mud flows. 
ii) It has been confirmed that the observed surface textures of lava 
(basaltic) are the result of cooling from the top, through the experiments 
using the heated plate. 
iii) For a given extrusion rate and width, it has been supposed that 
the depth ratio, ^  , will depend on thermal variables, that is, 
^f 
— = f (temperature ratio, Pr, Nu, etc.). 
e 
^f 
Hence, if the cooling mechanisms are very similar, — will be mostly 
e 
influenced by the temperature ratio (ratio of extrusion temperature to 
fusion temperature) as has been observed from the Carbowax experiments, 
where we obtained 
Thus, it is desirable to review the existing lava data in terms of 
the pseudo-similarity, since the cooling mechanisms would be quite simi­
lar for almost all lava flows (subaerial). 
To get a more precise look at the effects of thermal variables to 
the pseudo-similarity law, it would be necessary to run experiments using 
some other materials. 
iv) It is suggested that numerical analysis for the flow situation in 
§ B.7, Chapter III, which incorporates more strict and realistic conditions 
be carried out. For example, a solution procedure like Marker and Cell 
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Method (56) may be useful, although the associated Stefan problem (23) may 
pose some difficulties. 
v) Kaolin suspensions were used in this study to confirm the theories 
of flow for isothermal Bingham material. However, during the experiment 
it was realized that the lava domes (rhyollte or daclte) may best be simu­
lated by Kaolin suspension. A lava dome may be considered a flow extruded 
with very high yield strength and viscosity so that the variations of 
these with temperature may be very little, and hence the effect of the 
variation may not be as significant as variations of slope, extrusion rate, 
etc. 
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IX. APPENDIX A 
A. Raw Data For C-4000 and 1000 Flows 
^un 
fo. Index ^  Q 8 
Ext. 
Time 
Ext. 
Temp. Vol. Length Area 
cta^/sec. deg. sec. "C cm^ cm cm^ 
1. 4 0.460 5 108 85 49.7 82.5 345.5 
2. ft II tl II 88 tl 77.0 341.0 
3. tl II It It 86 It 74.2 377.5 
4. It II tl It 71 It 76.3 306.7 
5. tl It It It 72 It 83.6 318.4 
6. 11 11 11 It 66 II 73.5 305.3 
7. tl 0.530 12 48 85 25.5 96.8 226.3 
8. It ft tl If 86 It • 92.1 . 239.5 
9. It II tt II 86 It 104.4 232.9 
10. tl It It II 85 II 100.7 239.9 
11. It It tl II tl It 103.3 229.2 
12. tl II tl II It It 94.1 237.6 
13. It 0.460 3 108 11 49.7 57.7 303.6 
14. It It tt II 86 tl 58.2 316.3 
15. It 11 It • II • 73 It 54.7 277.3 
16. It It It II 75 tl 51.3 258.5 
17. II tl II 75 It 53.4 264.7 
18. II If tl II 73 tt 51.7 271.8 
19. It If tl II 75 tl 59.5 287.3 
20. tl tl It II It tl 60.8 263.5 
21. It II It II 72 II 58.1 280.9 
22. It It II 110.4 91 50.9 70.8 340.3 
23. It 11 3.5 II 84 II 67.3 317.8 
24. It II II II 80 II 63.3 316.6 
25. 1 fi 3 108 72 49.7 55.5 307.8 
26. II It It II tl It 57.0 340.4 
27. ft If If II 83 It 75.7 380.2 
^1 denotes C-1000 and 4 denotes C-4000. 
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iun 
N o .  Index Q 0 
Ext. 
Time 
Ext. 
Temp. Vol.. Length Area 
cm^/sec. deg. sec. "C c m *  cm cm^ 
28. 1 0.460 5 108 68 49.7 77.7 305.1 
29. ft ff If II 63 ft 83.3 422.4 
30. 4 tf 3 It 89 t l  66. 6  325.8 
31. ft tf 5 If 86 tl 71.7 375.8 
32. ft f t  ft If tf II 74.5 387.4 
33. t 1  I t  11 11 11 11 70.7 364.6 
34. If f t  It t f  f t  If 76.9 391.7 
35. t f  f t  t t  If If tf 74.7 350.8 
36. f t  f t  II It t t  ft 79.5 389.0 
37. f t  f t  t f  t l  76 f t  •  67.8 317.5 
38. I t  f t  11 11 86 ft 87.0 341.5 
39. f t  0.530 3 48 70 25.5 34.5 185.2 
40. f t  t l  f t  t l  85 It 37.0 204.6 
41. t f  f i  It t l  70 f t  32.6 187.4 
42. t f  t t  If f t  f t  It 32.8 191.7 
43. 11 11 11 t f  75 t l  35.2 179.6 
44. f t  f t  t t  • li­ f t  f t  33.0 188.8 
45. f t  f t  t l  f t  t f  t l  34.3 192.0 
46. f t  II It It 80 f t  36.6 195.6 
47. f t  ft t t  t l  If It 35.1 193.2 
48. t l  tf It f t  f t  It 37.9 178.4 
49. f t  f t  f t  It 85 It 37.9 201.6 
50. t f  ft t l  f f  If It 41.0 203.0 
51. t f  0.505 t t  f f  90 24.3 36.0 196.1 
52. f t  0.518 t f  f t  f t  24.9 38.7 217.6 
53. f t  I I  t l  f t  It II 39.0 217.2 
54. f t  0.511 11 97.2 It 49.7 59.0 370.0 
55. » .  I I  f t  If f t  t t  60.8 372.5 
56. f t  I I  t f  It f t  It 63.3 368.3 
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Run 
!îo. Index Q e 
Ext. 
Time 
Ext. 
Temp. Vol. Length Area 
cm^/sec. deg. sec. cm® cm cm^ 
57. 4 0.511 3 97.2 90 49.7 52.3 361.4 
58. tt It II ti It It 57.0 351.7 
59. ir 0.512 5 48.6 75 24.9 47.1 213.8 
60. It II ti It It It. 49.3 219.4 
61. It It II tl tl It 47.4 223.8 
62. tt II It It 70 tl 49.2 214.3 
63. It It It It It tl 48.5 214.6 
64. tt It It It 80 It 50.4 226.9 
65. ti It ti tt tt It 52.2 221.0 
66. II It It tl It It 47.5 222.4 
67. It ti ti tl 85 It 51.2 230.8 
00 vO 
It ti II tl It II 53.8 234.3 
69. II II 11 It It It 53.5 234.6 
70. It II ti tl 90 It 53.5 212.4 
71. ti 11 tt tt It It 56.0 227.6 
72. 11 ti 8 tl 75 tt 67.8 222.7 
73. 11 11 11 tl tl It 66.1 231.1 
74. ti II It It 11 It 76.0 227.4 
75. ti ti It It 70 II 67.5 224.2 
76. II 11 It tl It tl 77.4 217.4 
77. It It It It 80 It 70.0 234.3 
78. 11 It It It 70 It 64.4 192.3 
79. II II II Tl 80 It 71.3 235.9 
80. II It 11 II tl It 68.9 236.8 
81. ti 11 II II 88 It 76.2 237.6 
82. It II II It 90 tt 82.0 239.5 
83. II It It It 11 It 76.4 240.1 
84. II It It tl 85 tl 76.3 228.7 
85. II II It II II II 78.1 229.1 
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Run 
No. Index Q 0 
Ext. 
Time 
Ext. 
Temp. Vol. Length Area 
cm^/sec. deg. sec. "C cm® cm cm^ 
86. 4 0.512 8 48.6 85 24.9 76.3 225.6 
00 
fl If 12 II 80 II 90.1 255.3 
88. ft 0.408 ft 48.9 11 If 85.9 262.0 
00
 
v
o
 ff 0.512 It 48.6 fl ff . 85.6 242.4 
90. 11 0.508 It 48.9 90 It 90.3 257.0 
91. fl 0.508 It It It II 93.2 241.6 
92. tf 0.512 It 48.6 It II 89.8 251.1 
93. fl If tf II 70 11 93.0 210.5 
94. ft ft ft fl ft It 83.8 205.3 
95. II It ft 11 75 11 93.2 216.0 
96. fl II ft fl It It 90.8 199.3 
97. II It It It 70 It 80.7 188.5 
98. If 0.508 15 48.9 ÎJ It 90.7 217.9 
99. fl If It II 11 95.9 211.8 
100. fl It II ft It It 90.9 216.1 
101. If If 11 It 80 ft 106.0 242.9 
102. If 0.609 12 40.8 It II 90.7 248.9 
103. ft ft If It II It 85.4 238.4 
104. If ft 11 It II 11 90.3 237.2 
105. tf 0.446 It 55.8 II 11 88.1 219.9 
106. It It It It If 11 83.0 211.5 
107. fl It II ft ft It 87.6 218.9 
108. ff 0.345 It 72 fl 11 86.3 231.3 
109. ff It If II II It 87.0 228.3 
110. II 11 ft II fl 11 92.5 231.9 
111. If 0.296 11 84 11 11 85.6 190.5 
112. II It 11 II 11 It 78.2 203.2 
113. It IT II II It II 74.7 203.5 
114. It II 5 II ft II 51.9 190.6 
196 
204 
205 
216 
210 
195 
200 
206 
288 
279 
298 
281 
273 
304 
282 
306 
314 
304 
300 
278 
268. 
321. 
303. 
296. 
281. 
298. 
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Ext. Ext. 
Index Q 0 Time Temp. Vol. Length 
cm®/sec. deg. s e c .  c m ^  cm 
4 0.296 5 84 80 24.9 46.8 
tr 0.345 It 72 It tl 50.2 
ft II It It tl 11 50.1 
It " It It tl tl ' 51.4 
ft 0.609 It 40.8 tl tl . 47.4 
ft It It II It It 48.-2 
tf II If tl It II 47.4 
It 0.446 tt 55.8 tl ft 51.1 
ri It 11 If It It . 46.2 
rt II It It It II 47.3 
1 0.300 5 82.8 80 24.9 68.5 
It It It It It tt 70.5 
It 0.345 It 72 It It 68.4 
It 0.377 It 66 II tl 70.7 
t i  It t l  . It It It 73.7 
It 0.487 It 51 t t  If 84.5 
11 II It It tl tl 80.2 
II 0.609 It 40.8 tt I I  84.1 
It It tl It tl I I  78.8 
11 It It It ft 1» 83.8 
ti 0.418 8 48.0 55 II 88.1 
11 0.412 It 48.6 tt II 88.0 
ti ir It ft It It 83.6 
ti It It It 65 II 108.1 
It It 5 tl It II 79.5 
It ti It It tl II 71.2 
It ti It It It II 71.5 
It It tt tl 75 II 76.4 
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Run 
No. Index Q 0 
Ext. 
Time 
Ext. 
Temp. Vol. Length Area 
cm^/sec. deg. sec. cm^ cm cm^ 
144. 1 0.512 5 48.6 75 24.9 75.4 291.6 
145. 11 It It It It It 79.1 298.3 
146. II It tl It 85 II 80.4 312.2 
147. II It It It II It 84.6 321.3 
148. II It tl It It It . 85.3 313.0 
149. II II 3 It 55 tl 48.-4 292.6 
150. II 11 11 It 11 11 47.2 281.6 
151. II It It It tl It 44.4 291.5 
152. II It It tl 65 II • 51.1 292.3 
153. II It tl It It It 47.2 297.0 
154. II tl It II tl tl 47.3 304.6 
155. II 11 tl tl 75 It 48.5 302.3 
156. II tl It It It It 52.7 297.3 
157. II II It tl It II 48.6 295.9 
158. II II It It 85 tl 52.0 294.9 
159. II II It • It- tl It 54.3 304.9 
160. II tl II It It It 60.1 293.5 
161. II tl 5 It 55 tl 65.1 282.7 
162. II II II tl tï it 59.2 248.9 
163. II tl II It It It 59.1 276.2 
Run 
No. 
B. Raw Data for C-4000 (dyed) Flows on Heated Plate 
Q Temp. 0 Vol. 
Plate 
Length Temp. 
cm^/sec. "C deg. cm^ 2 cm cm^ cm 
4. 1.2 56 2.5 72.0 135.0 315.0 34 46 
5. tl II 2.0 II 172.0 216.0 44 50 
6. tt 62 3.5 It 145.0 357.0 71.8 47 
7. 1.98 80 II 79.2 269.5 784."3 134 48 
8. 1.50 78 4.5 60.0 165.2 475.9 81 48 
9. 1.77 88 6.0 62.0 156.1 344.2 85 41 
10. 3.75 90 4.0 93.8 327.3 872.8 106 45 
11. 2.40 88 2.0 108.0 498.0 1451.0 117 47 
12. 1.60 87 5.0 51.2 241.3 506.2 82 41 
13. 1.15 81 5.0 51.6 317.0 616.9 98 44 
14. II 85 7.0 34.5 269.1 527.8 - 38 
15. II 89 2.0 115.0 523.2 878.7 59 40 
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Raw Data for Kaolin Suspension Flows 
Run No. Vol. 
Ext. 
Time 0 4 tf P y 
cm^ sec. deg. cm^ cm^ cm g/cm* dyne-sec. 
cm^ 
dyne 
cm^ 
K-6 24.3 54 12 — 282.0 95.0 1.68 2.58 20.00 
K-7 If II 8 - 180.9 48.5 II II II 
K-8 It II II - 197.2 49.4 II II tl 
K-9 tl It 5 — 155.1 29.0 It It It 
K-10 II 36 8 - 218.0 60.8 II It 11 
K-11 II II 5 - 131.5 22.5 II 3.79 15.60 
K-12 II II 8 - 194.0 49.5 II II 11 
K-13 II II 12 - 264.7 103.2 II 3.87 11 
K-14 
K-15 
K-16 
II II 10 — - 87.0 II - -
24.3 42 8 _ 66.5 10.0 1.72 9.26 74.10 
K-17 If II 20 - 146.0 49.8 • II II II 
K-18 K II 10 - • - - - - -
K-19 
K-20 
K-21 
II It 15 - 115.5 29.8 1.72 9.03 53.60 
24.3 40.2 15 123.0 247.4 92.4 1.663 7.18 21.82 
K-22 It tl 12 122.0 201.6 59.4 It 6.32 20.36 
K-23 II II 10 110.7 184.6 51.3 II 6.45 18.24 
Ext. 
Run No. Vol. Time 0 A 
~e 
cm^ sec. deg. cm^ 
K-24 24.3 40.2 13.5 98.2 
K-25-1 II 42 16 116.92 
K-25-2 II II 11 119.3 
K-26-1 II II 14 123.3 
K-26-2 II II II 114.8 
K-27-1 II II 12 124.2 
K-27-2 II It II 126.1 
K-28-1 II II 10 125.1 
K-28-2 II It II 135.8 
K-29-1 11 11 8 106.0 
K-29-2 II II It 112.3 
K-30 II II 16 92.7 
K-31 II It 12 84.3 
K-32 II II 20 100.0 
K-33 II 41 14 100.1 
K-34 II 11 12 93.0 
K-35 II tl 10 80.3 
K-36 It It 16 101.8 
^ P ^ \ 
cm^ cm g/cm^ dyne-sec dyne 
27" 2 cm cm 
208.7 89.1 1.663 5.98 17.29 
215.6 92.3 1.634 6.29 29.53 
215.6 87 II It It 
222.3 84 1.644 5.26 21.59 
217.1 81.2 II tl It 
247.7 103.5 tl 5.39 13.95 
246.3 100.5 II II II 
234.1 79.3 It 4.63 14.18 
217.7 72.0 It II II 
178.2 46.5 II 4.98 12.73 
190.1 48.8 It II It 
118.4 27.2 1.566 7.68 63.94 
97.7 20.7 II 6.25 61.24 
161.6 74.8 It It II • 
131.6 36.5 It 6.48 44.82 
125.8 32.6, II 5.23 45.85 
94.6 19.9 II It II 
152.8 55.3 II fl II 
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D. Raw Data for Carbowax Channel Flows 
Ext. _ Ext. 
Run No. Index Vol. Time e f Width Temp 0 
cm^ sec. cm cm cm "C deg. 
C-CIW 4 24.3 45.0 29.0 71.0 2.0 82 3.5 
C-C2W 11 n 11 44.0 103.5 1.0 76 3.0 
C-C3P II II II 36.0 74.5 1.5 It 3.5 
C-C4P II II II 47.0 100.3 1.0 77 4.7 
C-C5W II II 42.9 28.0 67.0 2.0 75 3.0 
C-C6W II II II 37.0 94.5 1.0 77 3.0 
C-C7P II II II 32.0 66.5 1.5 80 It 
C-C8P fi II It 36.0 80.0 1.0 78 It 
C-C9P II II 42.0 90.5 1.5 62 II 
C-ClOP II II II 51.0 101.2 1.0 70 2.5 
C-CllW IT II II 54.0 112.5 1.0 65 2.5 
C-C12W II II II 36.0 71.0 2.0 60 3.0 
C-C13P 4 11 41.0 36.0 76.0 0.85 72 3.5 
E. Raw Data for Kaolin Suspension Channel Flows 
Ext. 
Run No. Vol. Time e f Width 0 p y y 
cm^ sec. cm cm cm deg. g/cm? 
C-KIW 24.3 42.9 23.0 26.2 2.0 12 1.72 12.67 81. 
C-K2W 1? II 22.5 - 1.0 n It II 11 
C-K3P M II 38.0 57.5 1.5 20 tf 11 It 
C-K4P ir It 40.0 57.3 1.0 II II It 11 
C-K5P II 41.0 27.0 36.0 1.5 5 1.56 4.22 37. 
C-K6W It It 26.0 31.0 1.0 4 II It II 
C-K7W II It 26.0 32.8 2.0 5 • II 11 II 
C-K8P II It 64.0 106.2 1.0 12 II It II 
C-K9P II 11 36.0 55.0 0.8 8 II 11 II 
